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Prefatory Note 

Quotations frow. and references to Pale 
Fire are iuentifi ed in the text as either 

page references to Pale Fire ·( New York, 1962) 
or line ref erences to the poem "Pa le Fire" . 
All other citations are identified in the 

1 . 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Pale J<'ire is a novel that is put together in 

the reader's mind 1rom the material supplied by 

~abokov . The reader is pre~ented with four com

plex blocks of material - two large ones (a 999-
line poem by John Shade, and what proclaims itself 

to be a critical commentary on that poem by 

Charles Kinbote), and two lesser ones (a foreword 

and an index, both by Kinbote) . The four parts 

can be fitted together· in a number of ways, and 

the pattern thac emerges will depend on the way 

the reader chooses to relate them . 

Every reader of the book must attempt the 

game; but thoug h it is easy to recognise defeat, 

to become frustrated because ~he pieces will not 

fit themselves into a coherent whole, it is im

possible to feel confidently triumphant when one 

achieves a solu~ion for there is no g uarantee that 

the pattern that any reader manages to create is 

the one that Vladimir Nabokov had in mind when he 

created the book . 

Beside the basic questions that crop up - is 

John 3hade a figment of Kinbote's imagination, or 

Kinbote of John Shade's; has Gradus any reality 

outside Kinbote's mind; does Zembla exist; how 

mad is Kinbote; what is Shade the shade of; 

whose finger presses the trigger of the gun (if 

the gun exists); if Professor Botkin turned his 

face would we see a lunatic, a poet or a pedant -

Pale Fire presents a series of word puzzles, 

verbal echoes, half~echoes, disturbing · puns and 

dangling metaphors . The exploration of these has 



seemed to some critics to yield clues neces3ary 

to assemble the complex material into an author

it at ive pattern - and cert8inly their efforts 

have revealed a great many odd facets to the work 

and unexpected minor patterns in its const ruct 

ion . 

But they have also tended to g ive sup~ort to 

those who consider Pale Fire a game , a Joke, a 

sterile exercise of wit and ingenuity, and a 300-

page pyrotechnic display of N8b okov ' s alleged 

contempt for his readers . Such a point of view 

c an claim as evidence statements on his art made 

by Nabokov himself. For instance, in the Intro

duction to Bend 3inister he has this to say : 

I have never been intere s tea in what is 
called the literature of social comment 

(in journolistic and commercial parlance : 
1 greot books'). I am not 1 sincere', I 
am not 'satirical' . I am neith~r a 
didactic i st nor an al legorizer . 1 

A similar assertion is made in the famous 

note 11 0n a Book Entitled Lolita" : 

Teachers of Literature are apt to think 
up such problems as ' What is the author's 
purpose?' or, st ill worse, ' What is the 
guy trying to say?' Now, I happen to be 
the kind of author who in starting work 
on a book has no other purpose than to 
ge t rid of that book and who, when asked 
to explain its origin and growth, has to 
rely on such ancient terms as Interreact 
ion of Inspiration and Combi~ation -
which, I admit, sounds like a conjurer 
explaining one tric k by performing 
another . 2 

Yet the same note yields a passage which suggests 

that though Naboko v exiles didacticism as a 

dangerous enemy to art, for him, to be a devotee 

of art implies an automatic adherence to c ertain 

moral excellences: 

For me a work of f ic tion exists only i nsofar 



as it affords me whut I shall bluntly 
call aesthetic bliss , that is a sense 
of being somehow, somewhere, connected 
with other states of being whe re art 
(curiosity, t;endernesd- kindnes0 , 
ecstasy) is the norm. 3 

4. 

Aristotelean concepts Seem to be implied here: 

the business of tne artist is to penetrate to the 

essence of experience , to lay bare the universal 

truth nestling in the particular insta nce. If the 

"aesthetic blissil afforded by Pale Fire can be shown 

to be of this higher ~abokovian order, that is 

superior to the riddling skill a good murder 

mystery provides, then there can be no doubt of 

its value; but it is exactly on t his point that 

critical opinion has always been divided . 

Mary McCarthy in her original review makes 

high claims for it: "this centaur..:..Nork of 

Nab okov's, half poem, half prose, this merman of 

the deep, is a creation of perfect beauty, symmetry, 

strangeness, originality, and moral truth . Pre

tending to be a curio, it cannot disguise the fact 

that it is one of the very great works of art of 

this century, the modern novel that everyone 
4 thought; dead and that was only playing possum." . 

But Page Stegner, one of Na bokov's most enthus-

iastic admirers, is unconvinced: "Until it can 

be demonstrated that Pale Fire does deal in some 

way with moral truth or valid experience, I can 

admire the poem and the language and humor of 

Kinb ote's commentary, and be amazed by its com

plexity, but I must remain skeptical about its 

greatness , and, in fact, its durability . The 

form of the novel and the dependence of the content 

on the form give me the uneasy feeling that a 

resurrected Luzhin wrote it, and that the obsession 

of the conscious artist with technique and games

manship is overwhelming the compassion and humanism 
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of the man behind the mask. 11 5 

The same note is sounded .again and again in 

the origina 1 r e views . "The unhappy tll i stake of an 

enormously gif t ed craftsman . .. as far removed 

from art as is the work of a te chnician wh o 

spends a lifetime engra ving the M~gna Charta on 

t he head of a p i n ", said Wil liam Peden i n the 

Saturday Re view, May 26,1962. The New York Times 

made its pronouncement t h e next day: "One mor e 

proof of Na bokov' s r a re vitality un luc ki ly 

not much more than that , 116 Four days later the 

Christian Science Monitor was more firmly 

admonitory: 11 .A prodiga l waste of the author's 

gifts .•. " . By November, 1962, the critic al split 

was well established. Frank Ke rmode in the Ne w 

Statesman, referred particularly to Ma ry McCarthy's 

final assertion that it is "one of the very g reeit 

works of art this century". "This the sis has been 

severely blown upon ... One doesn't read novels 

primarily in order to find out whose sid e one's on 

but I am cle ar that Miss ~cCarthy ... is largely 

right about detailed interpretation and largely 

wrong a bout the va lue of the whole work . ;; 7 

No one it seems denies that Pale Fire i s witty, 

ingenious, complex and intrig uing. But is it any

thing more? 

I am not competent to explore the word play 

of the novel (to appreciate it requires a knowledge 

of Russian and probably of several other European 

languages) . It is obviously an important element 

but it seems to me to wor k ma inly as one the illa tic 

unit in the whole, an illustration in miniature of 

the kind of intertwining relationship that the 

novel is concerned with . To concentrate attention 

exclusively on it is to i gnore the important for 
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the surface spurkle . 

I have chosen ra~her to loo k at Pale Fire in 

the light of certain texts to which allu3ion is 

made by the characters or the author . If it were 

impossible to enjoy the book without a tnorough 

knowledge of these texts then the novel would 

seem to me to have such serious weaknesses , to be 

so i ncomplete a work of art , that it would barely 

be worth concentrating serious attent i on upon it . 

But to me the novel seems both complete and serious 

and the allusions somewhat in the nature of 

acknowledgements - nods of recognition - to other 

writers who have explored similar themes . If the 

reader is familiar with the tex ts ment i oned they 

will act as a reinforcement , a confirmation, of 

the ideas he is encountering, nnd for the critic 

they can act as blazes on the involuted trail he 

is following , assurances that the path he is on is 

at least not hopelessly Bcitray . 

I can best illustrate this by citing a minor 

example . The title Pale Fire is (as Nabokov 

conscientiously if ooliquely points out) taken irom 

Timon of .Athens : 

The sun's a thie1 , and with his great attraction 
Robs the vast sea ; the moon's an ar1ant thiel, 
And her pale fire she snatches from the sun; 
The sea ' s a thief, whose liquid surg e dissolves 
The moon into salt tears ; the e&rth ' s a thief , 
That feeds and breeds oy a composture stolen 
.B'rom the general excretement ; each thing's a 

thie1· . 8 

In the critical note to the lines of Shade's 

poem where he names his work, Kinbote shooting off 

as usual on to a Zemblan tangent , discusses the 

translations of Conmal , uncle to Charles the Beloved . 

Conmal , he tells us, worked bis way through all the 

works of Shakespeare and "went on to Milton and 

other poets, steadily drilling throug h the ages 

and had just completed Kipling ' s ' The Rhyme of the 
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Three Sealers' when he died . " (p 285) 

The Rhyme of the Three Sealers is a narrative 

poem that tells the story of three sealing boats 

bent on poaching skins from the rich Russian 

breeding grounds : 

Now this is the law of the Muscovite , that 
he proves with shot and steel , 

When you come by his isles in the Smoky Sea , 
you must not take the seal .9 

The Baltic is the first poacher in act ion: 

her men were up with the ·herding seal to 
drive and club and skin . 

There were fifteen hundred skins aoeach, 
cool pelt and proper fur, 

When the ' Northern Ligh~ ' drove into the 
bight, and the sea - misc drove with 'l 0 

her . 

By posing as an armed Rusdian vessel the Northern 

Light frightens off the Baltic who 

turned and dived in the sea - s mo ther as a 
rabbit dies in the whins , 

And the ' Northern Light ' senc up her boats 
to steal the stolen skins . 1'1 

But in the act of picking up the .booty this ship 

too is frightened ofi by a sloop-of - wa r looming 

out of the mist . Only after he has run for the 

open sea does the captoin realise that he too has 

been hoaxed by yet another poaching sealer , the 

Stralsund , rigged with paint and spar to imitate 

a Russ ian sloop: 

You must set a thief to catch a thief -
and a thief has caught us all , 12· 

cries the furious captain , and a fight ensues in 

which the captains of two of the vesse ls are 

killed . 

Echoes of the Timon of Athens quotation -

romantic theft , the preying of one unit upon 

another , the passing of rich trea sure from hand to 

f'ilching hand , interdependence based not on gi ving 
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but grabbing - ore obvious , and sugge3t comparis

ons with the Shade - Kinbote - Gradus trinity . Thus 

the allusion to the Kipling pdem , without adding 

new elements to the "pale fire" quotCJtion , coni'irms 

the theme s suggedted by it as central to the book . 

In this essay then I sha ll attempt to prove 

that Pale Fire .. is not a kind of weekend book of 

verbal high- jinks, a super- junbo acrostic, but a 

lively and profound consideration of cer~ain 

aspects of art (and therefore of living) and that 

the presence of certain themes is proved by 

allusions Nabokov makes to o~her works of art in 

which similar ideas are explored . I shall con

centrate on those t extv to which Nabokov most 

often makes direct or oblique reference in the 

novel - Pope ' s Essay on Man , Boswell ' s Lire of 

Dr Johnson, and Shakespee;re ' s Timon of Athen.3 . 

Each of these will, I hope, serve as an opener 

to a discussion of a particular facet of the novel 

and as a conclusion I shall a~~empt to incorpor

ate the themes that have emerged from this method 

of exploration into a tentative interpre~ation of 

the whole. 
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CHAPTER II 

POET AND PhTTERN 

That John Shade ' s poem has certain connect 

ion s with and similarities to Pope ' s Essay on Man 

i s obvious and has been frequently commented on, 

but, as far as I know , those similarities have not 

been explored in any detail . 

In Line 384 of h i s poem Shade refers to "my 

book on Pope" and Kinbote in his note on the l ine 

identifies this as "Supremely Ble:::>t", a title 

taken from the Essay on i·1Ian , "Supremely ole:::>t , 

the poet in his muse ". Later on J ohn Shaae quotes 

a line from the aame section of the Es aay on ~an , 

" See the blind begg ar ciance, the c r ipple sing ", as 

an element in hia cons ciousne s s a s he pe a celully 

corrects g alley proofs while his da ugh~er arowns 

herself . The line , comment-a Shade "Ha s un

mistakably the vulgar ring / Of i t s preposterous 

age ", (11 4 20 - 1) and its use here is dra matically 

contrived to illumin&te the situation of the 

Shades . For Hazel , crippled by her phyaical 

ugliness , there is no compensation , a nd Pope ' s 

facile optimism ironically h i ghlights her purgat 

ory; but John Shade with even greater i nfirmities 

is like Pope's poet and Pope himself , supremely 

blest in his muse . (There is almos~ a sugg est i on 

that the poet shares with the chemist not only the 

blessedness but the power of ima g inative alchemy . ) 

The paragraph in the Es~ay on Man to which 

attention is twice drawn is: 

Whatever the passion, knowledg e , fame , or pelf, 
No one will chang e his neig hbour with himself . 
The learned is happy nature to explore , 
The fool is happy that he knows no more , 
The rich ·is happy in the plenty given , 
The poor contents himself with care of Heaven . 

11'"'' A RY 
t..~A:::._ ( uNl'IERSlT'G . 
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See the blind beggar dance, the cripple sing, 
The sot a hero, lunatic a king; 
The starving chemist in his golden views 
oupremely blest, the poet in his Muse. 1 

John Shade in his comment seems to repudiate 

any sympathy with its sentiments. Kinbote in his 

note on the lines records a variant: 

. Such verses as 
"See the blind beggar dance, the cripple sing, 
The sot a hero, lunatic a king" 
Smack of their heartless age . (pp 202-3) 

Yet the variant, despite its more emphatic condem

nation, serves to strengthen the conviction that 

the Essay on Ivian is relevant to Pale Fire. Why, 

Kinbote wonders in his note, did John Shade 

replace "an admirable passa ge by the much flabbier 

final text. Or wa sh~ afraid of offenuing a real 

king." Thus Nabokov reminds us that Kinbote the 

lunatic is involved in the compensatory process 

that Pope is describing, and seems to give token 

of his own intere s t in Pope's line of thought . 

And the lunatic king, Kinbote,chooses as name for 

his kingdom Zembla, a name which is relevant mainly 

because it suggests "semb lance" but also happens to 

pop up in the Essay on Man : 

Vice .is a monste~ of so frightful mien 
As, to be hated, needci but to be seen. 
Yet seen too of t, familiar with her f ace, 
We first endure, then pity, then embrace. 
But where the extreme of vice, was ne'er agreed: 
Ask where's the north? At York 'tis on the Tweed; 
In Scotland, at the Orcades; and there, 2 At Greenland, Zembla, or the Lord knows where . 

John Shade, shaving, makes his face a map of his 

thoughts and locates "Old Zembla's fields where my 

grey stubble grows" (1 937) and Kinbote tells us 

that a note on the card ide~tifies this as Pope's 

country, not his own. 

These evidences of Na bokov's interest in the 

poem while he was composing Pale Fire see m to me 

sufficient to warrant a comparison of the . two 
! 

works. 
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The Essay on Man is a poem of 1304 lines, 

written in heroic couplets and divided into four 

epistles. Pale Fire is o poem of 999 lines written 

in heroic couplets and divided into four cantos . 

The Essay on Marr is concerned with surveying the 

environment and man within it , with the specific 

aim of vindicating the ways of God to man . It is 

often criticised as a hotchpotch of 18th Century 

truisms and certainly in this less secure century 

its argument seems suspiciously simple and optim

istic , but the conclusions Pope reaches are at 

times similar to those Nabokov allows John Shade 

to reach in the "Pale Fire" poem . 

Epistle 1 of the Essay on Man stresses the 

l imited nature of man ' s vision . The world and life 

in it is 11.A nie;hty maze! but not without a plan. 113 

Man has limited vision of the whole creation 

however , and sees only what affects him, cu~ this 

does not prove that that is all that exists: 

~o man, who here seems principal alone , 
Perhaps acts second to some sphere un~nown, 
Touches some wheel, or verges to some goa l; 
' Tis but a part we see , and not a whole . 4 

Only pride makes man assume that creation 

exists for him alone, makes him comploin of his own 

and the world ' s imperfections , and question God ' s 

purpose . Man is limi ted , as the beasts are , 

because he , like them, is merely a link i n the 

chain of be i ng . The conclusion is inevitable . 

Partial understanding is to be accepted as our 

fate . Faith in the will and p l an of G.od whom we 

cann ot understand i s our duty : 

Know thy own point : this kind , this due degree 
Of blindness , weakness, Heaven bestows on thee . 
Submit . - In this, or any other sphere, 
Secure to be as blessed a~ thou canst bear: 
Safe in the hand of one disposing Power , 
Or in the natal or the mortal hour . 
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all nature is but art , unknown to thee ; 
All chance, d irect ion, which thou canst not see; 
.All discoru , harmony not understood ; 
All part i a l evil , universal good : 
And, s p ite of pride, in erring reason 's spite, 
One truth is clear , WHA TEVER IS, IS HIGHT. 5 

Shade ' s poem centres on just this point: 

But all at once it dawne s on me that t his 
Was the r eal point, the contrapuntal theme ; 
Just this: n ot text but texture; not the dream 
But topsy-t urvic a l coinc i dence , 
Not flimsy non~ense , but a web of s ense . 
Yes! It sufficed tha t I i n life could find 
~ome kind of link- and- bobolink , some kind 
Of correlated pat tern in the game , 
Flexed artistry, . . . . ( 11 806- 829) 

To him, a s to Pope , it i s patterning , art , 

thot can be dist inguishe.d in the world and that 

g ives evidence of some gui d ing hand at work . Pope ' s 

conviction i 8 fire , John Shade ' s tentative , but 

their conclusions are simil&r . For Pope , the 

artist is a benevolent disposing power ; John Shade 

is far more cautious in i d entifying the controlling 

hand - to h im it is a vague "they", unknowable : 

It d id not matter wi10 they were . No sound , 
No furtive light caoe fr om che i r i nvolute 
Abode , but there they were, aloof ond mut e, 
Playing a game oi worlds , promoting pawns 
To ivory unicorns and ebon fauns ; 
Kindling a long life here, extinguishing 
.A short one there: killing a Halkan king ; 
Causing a chunk of ice formed on a high
Flying airplane to plummet from the sky 
And strike a iarmer dead ; hiding my keys , 
Glasses or p i pe . Co-ordinating the se 
Events and ob jects with remote events 
And vanished objects. Making ornaments 
Of accidents and possibilities. ( 11 816- 829) 

Both poems in exploring man's relation ~o the 

universe are based on their authors' d eeply 

delighted r esponse to the sensual wor l d , to variety, 

oddnesses , differences. Pope imagines man with a 

sharper sense of smell doomed to "die of a rose in 



aromatic pain 1
•
6 (though the phrase i::> conditional 

it reveals his own capacity for ciharp response) . 

He talks of "the mole ' s dim curtain 117 of sight , 

of "the spider ' s touch" that "feels at each 

thread , and live::> a long -che line" . 8 Insects 
are ''the green myriads in the peopled gra s.:>", 9 
and God the force who ".heaves old oce an 1110 and 

11 
who sees "now a bubble burst and now a world", 

and has made man "as full, as perfect , in a hair 

as heart 11
•
12 

Nabokov , through the persona of John Shade, 

rejoices in "abstract larches in a neutral light ", 

in reflections in a window, the footprints of a 

pheasant in the snow, "svel-ce stilettoes" of' ice, 

a shagbark tree with "ample dark jade leave s and 

a black, spare / Vermic ula c ed trunk", "opa 1 

cloudlet s" , paper weight; s, bicycle c;racks in the 

sand, "the nightly wall I Ra i sed by a trillion 

crickets in the i all 11. And so on . 

The point that emerges is that both poemd are 

generAted not of despair or the e1f ort to endure 

or explain an intolerable condition, but of an 
appreciation of the actual and an ability to look 

and listen and see with discerning j oy. Each poet 

seems to imply that -chis abili-cy i::> the chief end 

of man , his duty and reward. Pope's introduction 

to Epistle 1 carries this suggestion: 

Awake , my St . John! leave all meaner thing3 
To low ambition, and the pride of kings. 
Let us (since life can little more supply 
Than just to look about us and to die) 
Expatiate fre e o ' er all this scene of man; 

And Shade expresses the same i dea even more 

forcibly. It is this ability of the rational man 

to look outward with intelligence and delight that 

gives him freedom and superiurity over those obsess

ed soul s who deal in power- seeking and cruelty : 



But who can teach the thoughts we dhould 
roll-call 

When morning finds ua mbrching to the wall 
Under the st age direction of some goon 
Political , sorae ~n1iormed baboo n? 
We ' ll think oi ~atters only known to us -
Empires of rhyme, Indies 0 1 calculus ; 
Listen t o distant cocks crow, and d iscern 
Upon the rough grey wall a r a re Wo ll iern; 
And while our royal hanas are being tied , 
Taunt our infe r ior~ , cheerfully deride 
The dedicated imbecile s , and spit 
Into their eyes just for the fun of i t . 

(11 597- 608 ) 

14 . 

Both are optimi0tic poema . Eoch i n its own 

way begin0 with a celebration and enos with a 

vindication. 

The aasumptions made ab out God and an after

life are very different in the be g inning . Pope 

starts from a standpoint of belief - "to vindic 

ate the way s of God to man "; John ..3hade from 

one of s ceptici sm - "MY. God died young . Theolatry 

I I found degrading a nd it..3 premiaes un.:J ound" 

(11 99- 100) - so that the vindication s eems to 

have grown from s imilar evidence not similar 

preconceptions. Both poet s rega rd death as the 

experience that will (or does; supplement the 

part ial vision of living . To Pope death is "the 

great teacher " and in this world "The soul, 

uneasy and confined from home / Rests and 

expatiates in a life to come 111 '.5 , while Shade ' s 

hard- come - by vi sion of the fountain "drec;dfully 

distinct" provides an aus tere retreat and promise; 

Of ten whe n troubled by the outer glare 
Of street and stnife , imv.ard I' d t urn , a nd there, 
There in the background of my soul it stood 
Old Faithful ! And its pre s ence alwa ys would 
Console me wonde~fully. 

(11 741 - 745) 

If Pale Fire can be looked at a s a dramatic 

act ing- but of a s t a tement about li v~ng and art 



(and I believe tha t it can) then it is important 

not to give too much stress to Shade's conclusions 

in the poem for the commentary, dark and disturbed, 

modifies the cle a r sanity of the verse. N~bokov 

hims elf has built in a mec hanism to prevent 

readers from regarding Shade as the voice of 

truth and g ood sense. At the end of the poem 

Shade says: 

I fe e l I understand 
Exi s tence, or at le a st a minute part 
Of my existence, o n ly through my art, 
In terms of combinational delight, 

and continues, speaking of l ife a f ter death: 

I'm re a sona bly sure th a t we survive 
And that my da rling some where is alive, 
As I a m reasona bly sure that I 
Shall wake at s ix tomorrow, on J uly 
The twenth-decond, nineteen fi f ty-nine, 
And that the day will prob a bly be fine. 

(11 977-982) 

The fact that the reader knows that Shade does not 

wake the next morning, being dead, can be taken as 

throwing doubt on all his tentative conclusions. 

I have confined myself in this section to 

pointing out similarities between Epistle I of 

the Es say on Man and the Shade poem. Epistle II 

is concerned with man ·in his environment, with 

self-love and reason a s motivations for action, 

and the interdependence of selfishness and social 

co..:.operation; Epistle IITwith the interdependence 

of all creation; and Epistle IV with the way to 

live, with virtue and self-knowledge. All of 

these things are relevant to Pale Fire, but to the 

total novel, not the poem alone. The theme of 

interdependence lies at the heart of Pale Fire but 

it cannot be discussed until some facts of the 

relationship of comment8ry to poem have been 
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established. That relationship is the main 

concern of this essay and in Chapter IV I shall 

begin an exploration of some of its facets. 

However before leaving John Shade's belief 

in di3cernible pattern as evidence of a master 

hand at work I should like to break the thread 

of my argument to insert a note on Nabokov's 

word-play . 



CHAPTER III 

A NOTE ON NABOKOV ' 3 WORD-FLAY 

It is a truism of criticism that Nabokov's 

art is concerned with word games,puns, mirrorings, 

reversions, multiple meaning0, allusions, and 

illusions. 

Page otegner has drawn attention to the . web of 

unstable verbal catwalks that connect the Shade

Kinbote-Gradus trinity.
1 

Shade, according to 

Chambers' dictionary, is amongst other things 

"partial or relative darknesa, interception of 

light, obscurity, (in plural) the abode of the 

dead, that ·which casts a shadow, a vBriety or 

degree of colour, a~hue mixed with black , the 

dark part of a picture, a ve ry minute difference, 

the disembodied .:;;oul, a ghost" .• 

In the first lines of Shade ' s poem he refers 

to him::;elf as "the shadow of a wcixwing slain / 

By the false azure of the wind ow pane 1
'. He is, 

according to Kinbote, killed by Gradus , a member 

of the Zemblan extremist group called the Shadows. 

A shadow is, of c curse, also "a shade, a shade 
I 

cast by the interception of light, a ghost, the 

dark part of a picture, a spirit 11 as well as 

"an unreal thing, a re.fleeted ima ge, a mere 
I 

appearance, a spy or ~etective who follows one, 

darkness, gloom, affliction , an ima g inary opponent 

(from shadow boxing) 11 .and in the combination 

"shadow cabinet 11 a "bqdy of opposition leaders 

meeting from time to time and ready to take 

office". 

Zembla suggests the word semblance. A 
semblance is "a likeness, appearance, outwar<i 
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show , apparition, image ". 

Gradus's alias is Degree which is one of the 

meanings of shade and his probable "real" na me is 

Jack Grey - grey being 'whit;e mixed with black" 

and a near- synonym for shady or shadowy . All 

these words therefore ·at some periphery of their 

meaning blur into each other . 

~h&de , says Kinbote , play3 word- golf, a game 

in which one letter of a given word can be altered 

in each move (providea that a recognise d word 

resul t s from the change) until an antonym of the 

original emerge~. Kinbote typically records his 

own successes : lass- male in four strokes ; live 

dead in five . 

The Gradu~-grade-degree-shade - shadow- semblance 

complex has s ome thing of the same flavour to it , 

both suggesting the oomplexities of a half-under

stood pattern where t~ansformations occur,unlikely 
I 

likenesses leap out , and the negative images, t he 

shades and shadows, become , by a trick of the eye 

or the emphasis , the positives . 

John Shade talks of the godd in their 

''involute abode" "pla.Y;ing a game of worlds", 

"making ornaments 01' accidents and possibilities" . 

Frank Kermode in his review condemns Na bokov for 

making his art a metaphor for the freakish processes 

Shade describes: 
r 

Pale Fire reproduces this divine game and 
offers us the pleasures of process as well 
as of product . Naboko.v's re l at ionship with 
the world i s very e xclusive : his is the 
creative logos, we are , at bes~ , angels 
privileged to stand by and applaud . As to 
those readers who are enslaved to the com
munal "reality" , they can expect · nothing at 
all .... For all such readers the aut hor, 
engrossed i n the sublime ima ges he ha s made 
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anything, contempt . 2 
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Embedded in the sli~htly irritable overstatement 

of this paragraph there is, I think, a very sensible 

statement. •·An i mage he hv s made of his own de light" 

seems to me a g ood way of expressing what Nabokov 's 

word-play is concerned with. 

In his autobiography , Spea~ ~emery, Naboko v 

records his enjoyment of the pund and echoings of 

nature: 

The mysteries of mimicry had a special attract 
ion for me . It3 phenomena showed an artistic 
perfection usually associated with man- wrought 
things . Consider the imitation of oozing poi
son by bubblelike macules on a wing lcomplete 
with pseudo-refra~tion) or by glossy yellow knobs 
on a chrysalis ('Don't eat me - I have already 
been squoshed , sampled and rejected') . ~onsider 
the tricks of an acrobatic caterpillar (oi the 
Lobster Moth) which in infancy looks like bird ' 3 
dung, but after molting develops scrabbly hymen
opteroid appendage3 and baroque characteristics, 
a llowing the extraordinary fellow to play two 
parts at once (like the actor in uriental shows 
who becomes a pair of int~rtwisted wre3tlers): 
tha t of a writhing larva and that of a big ant 
deeming l y harrowing it. When a certa in moth re
sembles a certain wasp in shape and colour, it 
also walks and move3 its antennae in a waspish, 
unmothlike manner . When a butterfly has to look 
like a leaf, not only are all details o1 a leaf 
beautifully rendered buc markings mimicking g rub 
bored holes are generously thrown in . ' Nutural 
selection', in the Varwinian sen3e , could not ex
plain the miraculous coincidence of imitative 
aspect C:lnd imitative behaviour, nor could one 
appeal to the theory of 'the strugg le for life' 
when a protective device was carried to a point 
of mimetic subtlety, exuberance and luxury far in 
excess of a predator's power 01 appreciation. I 
discovered in nature the non-utilitarian delights 
that I sought in ·art. Both were a form of magic, 
both were a game of intricate enchantment and 
deception . 3 
It needs no grea t imagination to perceive similar 

patterns of "miraculous coincidence of imitative 

behaviour" extending throughout creation. 

Menta lly and emotionally, as well as physically, 

man is i nvolved in a world of half-echoes, puna , 
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mirror-images , and half-completed patterns . The 

child is a distorted echo oi t he parent , the 

deviant assumes by mimi ·cry the protective color

at i on of disguiae, relie1 a nd pain produce t he 

same phenomenon of salty tears whose composition 

echoes the sea we crawled from . 

The p oint I am attempt i ng to make ia that 

Na bokov ' s word- plDy , suggesting half - echoes and 

deliberate and chance likenes3es , confused meanings 

and suqden reversa ls, i s a metaphor for the nature 

of the world and of experience . "Oh my Lolita , " 

c ri e.s Humbert Humbert, "I have only words to play 

wit h ! 114 and his creator seems to me to .;;hare not 

only the despair of thut a tatement, the knowledge 

of how clumsy a med ium word a ~re ana how hope 

lessly they lac k texture , c olour ana flovo ur to 

convey the in1inite gradations of experience, 

but the d e light of the wordsmith who , endlessly 

playing , experimenting with the only cools he has , 

may force them to a kind of skillea subtlety 

whereby he can recreate some approximation t o the 

perceived pattern of his private world . 

Recognizing and suspicious of the crudity of 

direct statement to communi cate that which is 

ne i ther crude nor direct , the poet ·resorts to 

sound patterns and ima~ery in an attempt to convey 

shade , perspective , complexity. Na bokov ' s word

play seems to me to operate in the same way . I i 

percept i on of r eality is privat e and not co"Gllllunal , 

and i f that perce ption i s subject to alarming 
' shi fts , o ver- turnings , blurring s and i llog ical 

connections , then it would seem sensi ble to me to 

convey this by making one ' s med ium behave in the 

same manner . Without a doubt Nab okov ' s word- play 

i s at times concerned with "text " or meaning , but 

my c ont ention is that i ·t is equally c oncerned wit h 
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texture . The unstable world best finds expression 

through an unstable medium . The technique is 

neither new nor rare . It is customary to compare 

Nabokov to Joyce and to class him as an i mpress

ionist . Nabokov ' ~ technique 3eems to me to be as 

close to Shakespeare '~ as to Joyce ' s . When Dr 

Johnson complained of Shakespeare ' s prol i ferating 

language, ("A quibble wa.3 to him the fatal 

Cleopatra for which he lost the world and was 

content to lose it . 11 5) he seems to me to be 

voicing the same objection that critics like 

Kermode and Peden have made to Nabokov's style. 

Shakespeare ' s language was the medium for conveying 

his private vision of a richly proliferating 

luxuriant world . Nabokov 's awareness of the 

interwoven t ext ure of experience finds expression 

in language that reproduces and echoes in itself 

the same complexity . John Shade's contention that 

"topsy-turvical coincidence " is evidence for 

"correlated pattern" and "plexed artistry" in life 

links language to what it symbolises . "Life 

everlasting - ba s e d on a misprint" is a wry but 

not a foolish statement . "Accidents and possibilit 

ies" make the ornament a , the puzzles, the mysteries 

of language as they do of life . 

To separate what is being said from how it is 

said i s always dangerous , for the what can only 

exist in the form of its particular now . William 

Peden contends that Pale Fire can only be considered 

a masterpiece by thos~ "who feel that a container 

is more important than the contents within it" 6 

The form of Pale Fire certainly evokes preconcept

ions which co l our one ' s reactions to the contents . 

It seems best therefore to approac h the commentary 

by looking at it in terms of it s form and ostensible 

functi on. 
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CHAPTER IV 

POET AND PAHASITE 

Because he denies moral intent and message in 

his fiction Nabokov objects to oeing called a 

satirist. Satire is didactic in intent. Parody is 

the Nabokovian trademark. Yet despite the frequent 

disclaimers it is difficult to avoid saying of 

Pale Fire that it is primarily a satire on literary 

criticism. This aspect of it ensures first that 

any critic who attempts to analyse it automatically 

looks foolish, and secondly that a large amount of 

critical attention will be focussed on it: put 

immediately on the defensive, critics biistle to 

prove that they are not of the Kinbote school. 

For Kinbote in the course of his commentary reveals, 

I think, every familiar type of critical vulgarity. 

The first note, t6 lines 1 to 4 (p 73) moves 

from the officious explication to the obvious -

"The image in these opening lines evidently refers 

to a bird knocking itself out in full flight 

against the outer surface 01' a glass pane" - throug.h 

the addition of descriptive material beyond the 
I 

choice the poet has ma de - "a mirrored sky, with its 

slightly darker tint and slightly slower cloud" -

to a stance of patronage adopted by the critic to 

both reader and poet. · "W'e· can visualise John Shade 

in his early boyhood, a physically unattractive 

but otherwise beautifuJ;ly developed lad", says 

Kinbote assuming an unjustified right to speak for 

all readers as though they had no minds of their 

own, while in the final phrase the old pederast 

peers out from behind the commentator like a knowing 

dealer assessing a pie~e of horseflesh. Yet 

arrogant as the comments arei they do show that 
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Kinbote here has enter~d into the poem, has vic

ariously experienced J.. t0 material. 'I'here is worse 

to come. 

Egotistically sliciing inGo details of his 

personal life - "My knpwledge of garden Aves had 

been limited" etc - the comment at or becomes a 

prototype of all sell-centred critics who use their 

distinguished subjects to entrap the attention of 

readers in their own undistinguished lives. The 

penultimate paragraph of this note shows the 

critic supplying irrelevant detail (probably 

imaginary) under cover of that threadbare ploy, 

"incidentally, it is cµ.rious to note •.. " 

The next note, (p 74), records a corruption 

of the critids role so . blatant (the wishful and 

wistful misinterpretation of "the half -obliterated 

draft") that the parody is swallowed by the patho s 

and monstrosity of Kinb ote's personal character 

and obsessions. The third note illustrates a 

ludicrous wrenching of the text to supply corrob

orative evidence for a private theory. The fact 

that "gradual" in line · 17 is f ollowed by "gray" 

12 lines later is hailed as "an extraordinary 

coincidence" whereby Shade shows a weird 1'ore

knowledge of his ~urderer, Gradus or Jack Grey 

(p 77). The no t e to line 27 provides an example 

of the irritatingly obvious (the identification 

of Sherlock Holmes) and the following one, to lines 

34-35, an egomaniacal ~quivocation: "One is too 

modest to suppose that \ the iact that the poet. and 

his future commentator l first met on a winter day 

somehow impinges. here on the actual season ," 

(p 79). But this is cohpled with a sudden gleam of 

such genuinely illumin?ting comment (" We should 

also note the cloak-an~-dagger hint-glint in the 

'svelte stilettos'") t{lat .Nab okov himself seems 
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to flash· suddenly into ' sight from behind the mask 

of Kinbote . 

The note to lines 39- 40 serves the utilitar

ian purpose of directing the reader obliquely to 

the source of the pale fire quotation and provides 

a parody of malpractice.s in translation, a subject 

on which Nabokov with his pasJionate insistence 

on literal translation feels strongly . The pasJage ; 

supposedly retrans l ated into English from a Zemblan· 

translation of the original, does not perveit the 

most basic meaning of the passage , but bj robbing 

it of the richnes0 of imagery and therefore of 

buth passion and size it reduces it to a 3emi-

banal statement and one in which the anguished 

voice of Timon can no longer be heard, making it 

as different in impact as a black- and- whitre re

production i s from an oil painting . I can bedt 

illustrate the perversion that has occurred by an 

example . Shakespeare writes, 11 The ::5ea ' s a thief , 

whose liquid surge resolves the moon into salt 

tears". In the retranslation this becomed , "The 

sea is a thief; it di.s.solves the moon" (p 80) . 

Chambers's Dictiona ry de1ines surge as "an uprush, 

boiling or tumultuous movement of liquid". With 

the loss of this word, the power , irresistibility 

and rush of the process is lost. A static, quiet 

process , such as is described in the retranslation, 

is not the same as a violent fierce and rhythmic 

one, however similar the end product . The loss 6f 

the word "liquid" not only removes the actual 

pre .sence of water, undeniably there in Shakespeare ' s 

verse, a mere assumpt i~n . in the retranslation, but 

since its sound (pure light i's, lingering 1) 

suggests unearthly light, it remove~ the reality 

of the moonlig ht too . . To pervert "resolves into 

salt tears " to "dissol.ves" is criminal since it 
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removes from the text the sense of reversion to an 

ancient order and the concept of the sea itself as 

an i mage of all sorrow . 

To get too solemn about the comparison is 

foolish - i t ' s a funny free - bonus comment on the 

habit of careless trans l a t ors - but serious ·points 

are , I think , being made : that a roug h approxim

ation is not an equivalent to the genuine , that 

words carry a charge of power that i s individual 

to each of them. and cannot be sepeirat.ed from 

meaning , and that Kinbote who hopes this version 

" sufficiently approximates the text , or at least 

is fa i thful to its spirit" is an incorrigible 

dealer in the second- rate . 

Kinbote pursues hi~ burlesque progress . Words

worth becomes "a ma.ster of the heroic couplet ". 

The critic spies with the aid of binoculars , mirrors 

a nd uncurtained windoNs on the private life of the 

poet while he i gnores or distorts the ma tter of the 

poem . The obscure and irrelevant is bl own up 

monstrously to suppol't his .uneasy cone e it: 

humiliated at being forced to turn to the obituary 

of Shade , wri tten by his col league Professor 

Hurley , for "a few Jleager details" concerning the 

poet ' s parents, Kinbote tries hysterically to 

restore his own sense of superiority - "The poet ' s 

mother , nee Caroline Lukin, assisted him in his 

work .•.• what the obituarist does not .know is that 

Lukin comes from Luke as also do Locock and Luxon 

and Lukashevich " (p 100) . · 

Pretentious gobbets of information in the 

n otes shatter the mood of the poem . Shade wri t es: 

Here was my bedroom , now reserved for guest~ . 
Here , tucke d away by the Canadian maid, 
I listened to the buzz downstairs and prayed 
For everybody to be always well, 
Uncles a nd aunts , the maid , her niece Adele 
Who ' d seen the ~ope , people in books and ·God ". 

(11 80- 5) , 
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creating a gently i ronic mood of nostalgia to be 

punctured h i lariously by the not e , "who ' d seen the 

· Pope - Pius X, Gi useppe Melchi orre Sarto , 1835-

1914: Pope 1903- 1914 " (p 85) . 

The poe t i s patronised . "No Jree man needs a 

God" (1 101) , writes Shade to· be pompously re proved 

by fatuous Kinbote: "One is bound to que stion the 

wisdom of this easy aphori sm" . The note on Shade ' s 

syllogism - " Other men die; but I / .Am not 

another; the ref ore I ' 11 not d i e" ( 11 213- 4) -

misses the point entirely to stres s the ob vious , 

"This may please a boy . Later i n lif e we learn 

that we are t hose 'others ' " . 

The note on line 316 , "The Toothwort White 

haunted our woods in Uioy", misses the obvious 

"Frankly , I am not certain what this 1aeans " . 

Necessa r y i nformat ion i s withheld (Kinbote can 

find no mean i ng for "lemniscu te") . The commentary 

slips into pathos and i d iocy in the note on lines 

120- 121 : Kinbote is unable to calculate how 

Shade arrives at his conc l usion , 11 .A thousand years 

ago five minutes were / Equal to forty ounces of 

fine sand", from the statement, "In the Mi d.d le 

.Age s an hour was equa l to 480 ounces of fine sand"; 

but adds disturbingly , "perhaps I am only tired" , 

(p 117) . And it slides into utter coni'usion in 

the "two tongues " note (p 2?5 ) . 

The effec t of all this is , of cour~e , to 

discredit Kinbote from the be g inning . He i s 

obviously mad , pathetic and infuriating , but more 

i mportant , perhaps , he is out of control; h e is 

completely egotistic and what does not look as if 

it will immedi a tely yield the food h is hungry 

c onceit demands is rar·ely wort h investigating . 
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The work in itself is not his concern: "le t me 

state that without my notes Shade ' s text simply 

has no human reality at all" (p 28) he declares 

firmly in the foreword . Whatever Shade's merits 

as a poet, Kinbote is invalidated as a critic from 

the beginning. 

However the iurther one advances into the 

commentary the leas important become the parodic 

elements (i.e . the ridiculing of the practices of 

literary criticism) and the more absorbing the 

narrative that e~erges. At first the intrusion of 

subject ive matter seems evidence of Kinbote ' s in

sanity; as the book progres3es it is the 

spasmodic dives he make3 in the direction of his 

crumbling mask of commentator that strike one as 

evidence of his lunacy . The accounts of his 

relationship with Shade are more interesting and 

more illumina ting , and the Zemolan narrative , 

like an undergr ound cave that can never be 

thoroughly mapped, opens endless possibilities . 

At this point I want to ignore these possibilities 

and content myself with looking a t the Kinbote 

Shade relationship . 

Sybil Shade, Kinbote tells us, used to call 

h im "an elephantine tick; a king- sized bot - fly; 

a macaco worm; the mon3trous parasite of a 

genius " (pp 171 - 2). As· the critic's relationship 

to art is a parasitic one , so does Kinbote depend 

on his famous neighbour to endow him with import 

ance and fame . This immediately suggests a 

parallel with Boswell 'and Johnson , and it seems to 

me not at all surprising that the one statement 

made in Pale Fire that can be attributed to neither 

Shade nor Kinbote is the quotation from Boswe ll's 

Life of Dr Johnson that prefaces the book: 
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This reminds me of the ludicrous account 
he ga ve Mr Lang ton of the despicaole s~ate 
of a young gentleoan oi good family . 11 Sir , 
when I he~rd of h i m last , he was running 
about town shoot ing cats . 11 And then in a 
sort of kindly reverie , he bethought himself 
of his own favourite cat , and said , " But 
Hodge shan't be shot : no, no , Hodge shall 
not be shot . 

Two other references to Dr Johnson occur in 

the work . Kinbote, in his motel ro om , say3, "In 

a blac k pocket book that I fortunately have with 

me I find, jotced down , here and there, a~ong 

various extracts thbt happened to please ille 

(a footnote froill Boswell ' s Life of Dr Johnson , 

the inscription on the trees in Wordswort h ' s 

famous avenue , a quotation from J~ Augustine, and 

s o on), a few samples of John Shade ' .::> conversat-

ion which I had col l ected in order to refer to 

them in the presence of people whom my iriend-

ship with the poet might i nterest or onnoy . His 

and my reader will , I tru3t, excu~e me for break

ing the orderly course of these comments and lett ing 

my illu.:::>trious 1 r. iend ~peak i ·or himself . 11 
( p 154) 

The evocation of the boswell - Johnson relationship 

is obvious and in the last sentence Na bokov seems 

to be parodying Boswell's style . The examples 

that follow are even more clearly designed to 

nudge the reader into noticing the parallel of 

Kinbot e and boswell . ·shade is s imilarly linked 

to Johnson . He telll> u s , "I have been said to 

resemble at least four people: Samuel Johnson ; 

the lovingly reconstructed ancestor of man in the 

Exton Museum ; and two local characters, one being 

the s lapdash hag who ladles out mash in the Levin 

Ha 11 cafeteria , " ( p 26 7) . 

It is easy to find a number of similarities 

between the characte~s of Johnson and Shade and 

betwe en Boswell and Kinbote . J ohnson suffered 
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from similar disabilities to those ~abokov confers 

on Shade . Speaking of his boyhood Shaae says : 

Then as now 
I walked at my own ridk : whipped by the bough, 
Tripped by ~he stump . Asthmatic, lame and fat , 
I never bounced a ball or swung a bat . (11 127- 30) 

In sleeping dreams I played wit h other chaps 
But really envied no~hing . (11 135- 6) 

Boswell records of Johnson: "He never joined 

with other boys in their ordinary diversions : his 

only amusement was in winter, when he took a 

pleasure in being drawn upon t .he ice . . . . His 

defective sight, indeed, prevented hlm from 

enjoying the common sports ; and he once pleasantly 

remarked to me , ' how wonderfully well he had con

trived to be idle without t.hem ' " .
1 

Later BosvJell 

speaks of Johnson ' s infirmity maniiedting itself 

by "halting or unsteadiness of one of the legs . 112 

Nabokov has given Shaae a mind characterised 

like Johnson ' s by energy , independence and a kind 

of wide - ranging commonsense . Speaking , presumably , 

of Kinbote ' s oadness Shade is overhead to say , 

"That is the wrong word ... One should not apply 

it to a person who deliberately peels off a drab 

and unhappy pa:3t and replaces it with a brillieint 

invention . That is merely tur ning a new leaf with 

the left hand" (p 2.58) . Johnson ' s comment on 

Smart ' s madnes3 shows ' the same kind of brusque 

tolerance . "I did not, think he ought to be shut 

up . His infiroities were not noxious to society . 

He insisted on people .praying with him ; and I ' d 

as lief pray with Kit Smart as anyone else . 

Another charge was, that he did not love clean 

linen; and I have no passion for it . 11 3 

John Shade's poem is usually characterised by 

critics as being "about death". I think that 

statement needs qualif~cation but it i s certainly 
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true that an awareness of death pervades the poem •. 
I 

The statement in Cantp 2 is the most direct: 

There was the day when I began to doubt 
Man's sanity: ~ow could he live without 
Knowing for sur~ what dawn , what death, what doom 
Awaited consciousness beyond the tomb? 

And finally there was the sleepless night 
When I decided to explore and fight 
T.b2-foul, the ina'dmissa b le abyss, · 
Devoting all my twisted life to this 
One task. 

(11 173-80) 

The same note of fear throbs continuously 

throughout the Life of Johnson : 

When we were alcine, I introduced the subject 
of death, and erideavoured to maintain that 
the rear of it might be g ot over. I told him 
that David Hume said to me, he was no more 
uneasy to think ' he should not be after this 
life , than that he had not been before he 
be g an to exist . · JOHNSON . ' :.3ir, if he 
really thinks s0, his pe rceptions are dis 
turbed; he is mad : if he does not t h ink 
so, he lies. He may tell you , he holds his 
finger in the flame of a candle, without 
feeling pain; would you believe him? Whe n4 he dies , he at least gives up all he has.' 

The paragraph continues with other examples of 

Johnson's reactions to conversations on death: 
I 

although wh~n in a celestial frame , in 
his Vanity of H~man Wishes he h b s supposed 
death to be 'kind Nature's sig nal fo r 
retreat,' fr om this state of being to 'a 
happier s eat', his though ts upon this awful 
change were in general full of dismal 
apprehensions. , His mind resembled the vast 
ampithec;tre, th~ Colisaeum at Rome. In 
the centre stood his judgement, which like 
a mighty gladiapor, combated those apprehens
ions that, like ' the wild beasts of the Arena, 
were all around· in the cells, ready to be 
let out upon him. 5 

Later a further conversation on Hume is 

recorded in which Johnson says, "'It is more 

probable that he should assume an appearance of 
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ease, than that so very improbable a thing should 

be, as a man not afraid of going (as, in spite of 

his delusive theory, 4e cannot be s ure but he may 

go) into an unknown state, and not being unea3y at 

leaving all he knew'". 6 And the statement is 

reiterated later apropos of another question: 

"JOHN.:30N . (standing upon the hearth rolling 

about, with a serious, solemn and somewhat gloomy 

air,) 'No rational man can die without uneasy 

apprehension.' 117 

Nabokov has based 0hade's apprehension of 

death, like Johnson's, on the fear of loss. It is 

because life is rich and valuable that death is a 

monster. "I'm ready to become a floweret / Or a 

fat fly, but never to forget", cries Shade. 

Johnson has the same reaction: 

BOSWELL. "There is a strange unvlillingness 
to part with life, independent of serious 
fears as to futurity. A reverent friend of 
ours .... tells me, that he feels an un
easiness at the thoughts of leaving his 
house, his study , his books." JOHNSON. 
This is foolish in .... A man need not be 
uneasy on these grounds; for as he will 
retain his consciou3ness, he may say with 
the philo s opher, omnia m.ea mecum porto." 
(All that is mine I carry with me)B 

In a frivolous discussion on an educated pig 

Boswell records this remark of Johnson's; "'Then, 

(said he,) the pig has no cause to complain; he 

would have been killeq the first year if he had not 

been educated, and protracted existence is a good 
' recompense for very cdnsiderable degrees of 

torture.' .. 9 

Most touching and revealing of all is the 
~ 

remark of Johnson who so loved company and 

correspondence, when he knew himself to be dying. 

"As he opened a note V-'.hich his servant brought to 
I 

him, he said, 'An odd ,thought strikes me: we 

., 
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Kinbote , like Boswell with his poet , is made 

to express his reaction at be i ng brought int o 

contact with the great man in terms of reverence 

and joy that suggest a parasite i dentifying his 

predest i ned host. "The calendar says I had known 

him only a few months but there exist friendships 

which de velop their own inner durat i on , their own 

e ons of transparent time •. .. Ne ver shall I forge t 

how elated I was upon learning ... that the sub -

urban house into which I moved on February 5, 
1959 , stood next to that of the celebrated American 

p oet whose verses I had tried to put i nto Zemblan 

t wo decades earlier. 11 (p 19) . The tone is very 

s i milar to Boswell's . 

This is to me a memorable year; for in it I 
had the happiness to obtain the acquaintance 
of that extraordinary nan whose memoirs I am 
now writing ; an a c quaintance which I shall 
ever esteem as one of the most fortunat e cir
cumstances i n my life . Tnough then but two 
and- twenty , I had for several years r ead his 
works with delight a nd instruction, a nd had 
the hiehest reverence for their author , which 
had grown up in my fancy into a kind of 
mysterious venera tion , by figuring to myself 
a state of solemn elevated abstraction , in 
which I supposed him to live in the immense 
metropolis of London . 1~ 

Kinbote is a more insensitive parasite than 

Boswell , and a more demanding one , but the hab i t 

Nabokov has given him or happily recording his own 

inanities in conversation with his great man appears 

t o be modelled on Boswell ' s performances with 

Johnson . 

JOHNdON. "I think we have had enough of 
Gray . I see they 'have published a splendid 
edition of Akenside's works . One obd oae 
may be sufiered ; but a number of them 
tog ether makes one' sick." BOSWELL . 
11Akenside' s di::::;tinguished p oem in his 

I 



Pleasure s of I ma gina tion: but, for my 
part, I could never admire it so much as 
most people do." JOHNSON . 
could not read it through." 
have read it through; out I 
any great power in it. 11 '12 

And in Pale Fire Shade says, 

" Sir, I 
BO SWELL . "I 
did not find 

"When I he Gr a critic 3peaking o1 an 
author ' s sincerity I know tha t either the 
critic or the author is a fool ." Kinbote : 

33. 

"But I am told this manner of thinking is 
tc;iught in hig h school'?" "That's where the 
broom 3hould be g in to s weep. A child should 
have thirty s pecialist s to te a ch him thirty 
subjects, and not one harassed schoolmarm 
to show him a pi9ture of a rice field and 
tell him this is China because she knows 
nothing about China, or anything else, and 
cannot tell the difference between long itude 
and latitude." Kinbote : "Yes, I agree." 
(p 156) 

Johnson and Shade share a tough, concrete 

and original way of thinking and expressing them

selves , Kinbote and Boswell a pat hetic desire to 

agree, to echo. They are both, as it were, 

egotistically shouting , "Look at me! I think 

just like he does ." 

Boswell is obviously jea~ous of Johnson's 

other friendships and ftequently finds opportunity 

to remind the reader that he is more perceptive 

and generou s , in his estimation of Johnson's 

character than is Mr s: Thrale. Kinbote ' s jealousy 

of Sybil Shade laces his narrative with a suppress

ed fury that leaps out in such phrases as "my 

capricious and henpec~ed friend" (p 170) "From the 

very first I tried to behave with the utmost 

courtesy toward my friend 's wife, and from the 

very first she dislik~d and distrusted me ." ( p 171) 

"0erenely he played the part of exemplary husband 

assigned to him by hi~ small town admirers and was, 

besides, mortally af~aid of his wife." (p 228) 
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In view of this correspondence between Johnson 

and Shade and Boswell and Kinbote, the existence 

of the quotation from the Life of Dr John3on t hat 

prefaces Pale Fire becomes slightly less puzzling. 

The particular passa g e· .N abokov has cho i:>en embodies 

at least three of Johnson's characteristics - I 

have found few others from the Lire of Johnson that 

do this so effectively - and they are all character

istics that Na bokov has be stowed on Shade: an 

energetic, direct and humorous style: an enthus

iasm for lif e and its odd manifestations which can 

include a young gentleman of good family running 

about town shooting cats, and can express itself 

in kindly affection for his own Hodge; and a 

consciousness of the monster death that will 

gobble up all human delights - so acute a con

sciousness that as soon as cats and shooting are 

mentioned Johnson sees death grabbing ot his favour

ite. Shade describes himself as a preterist: one 

who collects cold nests. It i~ delight in the 

world, the s ense of threat and the urge to preserve 

what has delighted him that is the motivation for 

his art. 

The quotation characteri3es Johnson but it 

comes to us by the agency of Hoswell. The passag e 

from Timon of Athens from which the novel gets its 

name traces a cycle of mutual robbery: 

....... the moon'p an arrant thief, 
And her pale fire ' she snatches from the sun. 

The analogy of the moon, a cold surface reflecting 
l 

to the earth the light · of the sun, gleaming with a . 

borrowed radiance, is ? fairly obvious one to use 

for Boswell in his relations hip to Johnson. 

Johnson was a brilliant thinker, an excellent 

writer and a larger-than-life personality, Boswell 

a much lesser man on all counts who lacked fire, 
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opinions and strength of personality. Yet he was 

the perfect reflective surface and without him 

Johnson for us would be a much less interesting 

character than he is. In its own way Boswell's 

Life of Dr Johnson is as impressive art as the 

Lives of the Poets or the Preface to Shakespeare. 

Kinbote is not, like Bo3well, a good 

reflective surface. He is a dirty mirror whose 

flaws am:stains obscure the image. Nor has Shade, 

as Kinbote hoped, reflected in his poem the 

matter of Zembla that was poured into his ears. 

Yet it is as difficult. to escape the impression 

that the poem and commentary have nourished each 

other as it is to define the relationship. Kinbote 

himself says: 

Although I realise only too clearly, alas, 
that the result, in its pale and diaphanous 
final phase, cannot be regarded as a direct 
echo of my narrative .... one can hardly 
doubt that the sunset glow of the story 
acted as a catalytic agent upon the very 
process of the ~ustained creative effer
vescence that enabled Shade to produce a 
1000-line poem in three weeks . There is, 
moreover, a symptomatic family re3emblance 
in the coloration.of both poem and story. 
I have reread, npt without pleasure, my 
comments to his lines, and in many cases 
have caught myself borrowing a kind of 
opalescent light from my poet's fiery orb, 
and unconsciously aping the prose style of 
his own critical essays. (p 81) 

Like all of Kinbote's utterances this one is 

suspect (and of course it could be seen as giving 

Nabokov an easy out when the style of his two 

creations shows a disturbing likeness) but the 

impression that both kinbote and Shade have played 

Boswell to the other'~ Johnson remains. 

The type of nourishment that each has drawn 

from the other can pefhaps on~y be defined, as 

light and darkness define each other, by the degree 

of their difference. 
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CHAPrBR V 

SH.ADE AND KINBOTE 

John Shade is 61 years old at the time of 

his death. "Hi s whole being constituted a mask, 11 

says Kinbote. "John Shade's physical ap pearance 

was so little in keeping with the harmonies living 

in the man, that one felt inclined to dismisd it 

as a coarse di0guise or passing fashion ...• My 

sublime neighbour's f a ce hud something about it 

that might have appealed to the eye, had it been 

only leonine or only Iroquoian; but unfortunately, 

by combining the two it merely reminded one of a 

fleshy Hogarthian tippler of indeterminate sex. 

His misshapen body, that grey mop of abundant 

hair, the yellow nails of his pudgy fing ers, the 

bags under his lusterless eyes, were only intelligible 

if regarded as the waste products eliminated from 

his intrinsic self by the same forces of perfection 

which purified and chiselled his verse. He was 

his own cancellation. ·'' (p 25) Elsewhere he is 

described as looking like Judge Goldsworth who 

looks like " a Medusa,...locked hag". 

Kinbote is 44 years old; tall, beanded and 

athletic. "All brown-bearded, apple-cheeked, 

blue-eyed, Zemblans look alike, and I who have 

not shaved now for a year, resemble my disguised 

King, 11 says Kinbote c±:-yptically. (p 76) Later the 

"resemblance" is discussed in the college staff 

room less flatteringl~. Gerald Emerald unearths a 

photograph of the King. 

' Well,' said he, 1 here he is, that king. 
But look, he is young and handsome' !Oh, 
that won't do,' ~ailed the German visitor.) 
'Young, handsome, and wearing a fancy 
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uniform, ' continued Emerald. · ~uite the 
Janey pansy, in fact.' (p 268) 

Describing one of his walks with Shade, 

Kinbote tells us that he "kept trying in vain to 

adapt the swing of a long-limbed gait to the dis

hevelled old poet's jerky shuffle." (p 14) 

In his note on Shade's line, "I hever bounced 

a ball or swung a bat," Kinbote mana ges to list nis 

own physical accomplishments: "Frankly I too never 

excelled in soccer and . cricket; I am a pass able 

horseman, a vigorous though unorthodox skier, a 

good skater, a tricky wrestier, and an enthusia

stic rock-Climber. II (p 117) 

The circumstances of their lives provide as 

abrupt a contrast. John ~hade lives in the house 

he was born in, among the concrete evidences of 

his past. 

I cannot understand why Jrom the lake 
I could make out 'our front porch when I'd take 
Lake Road to school, whilst now, although no tree 
Has intervened, I look but fail to see 
Even the roof. · (11 41-5) 

The young shagbark he loved in childhood "is 

now stout and roug h; it ha s done well" and from 

its branches he sees the phantom of Hazel's child

hood swing. Continuity is the keynote of his life. 

Nothing f ram the pa st 'is rejected. "Dear bizarre 

Aunt Maud" who links three generations of Shades 

lives on in the house after her death. 

her room 
We've kept intact. Its trivia create 
A still l ife in h'er style. ( 11 90-2) 

Kinbote's life, ~n the other hand, even his 
! 

own version of it, has been violently dislocated 

first by the Zemblan revolution and secondly by 

his emigration to America. He arrived by parachute 

without possessions; no one must know hi& in his 

new world; even his name is transformed. His past 
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is out for his blood, : the man with the gun or the 

knife, the assassin he always fears . When one 

penetrates behind this version and reali3es that 

king and palace, courtiers, revolutionaries and 

all are figments of his imagination, an even more 

cataclysmic amputation is apparent . For Kinbote 

has rejected his pa3t, chopped it out even from 

his own mind . Bhade treasures all, Kinbote nothing. 

Their relationships with people show the same 

pattern. Shade has had an almost lifelong love 

affair with his wife: 

We have been married iorty years. At least 
Four thousand ticies your pillow has been 

creased 
By our two heads . (11 275.:.7) 

Kinbote's relationshi~s have been short-lived homo 

sexual affairs where airection and lust turn in a 

moment to contempt and despair . In the foreword 

he speaks of a "young roomer of mine" who a week 

later "was to betray rriy tru;;t by taking sordid 

advantage of my absence on a trip to Washington 

whence I returned to find he had been enteitaining 

a fiery-haired whore from Exeter who had left her 

combings and reek in all three bathrooms . Na tur

ally we separated at once, and through a chink in 

the window curtains I
1
saw bad Bob standing rather 

pathetically with his crewcut, and shabby valise, 

and the skis I had gi '(en him , all i'orlorn on the 

roadsride, waiting for .a fellow student to drive 

him away forever. I can forgive everything save 

treason." (p 26-27) 

Other lovers pop up moment a rily in the text -

"dear Gordon~l Oleg, Curdy Buff's circu.:;, as we 11 

as "'a whole mountain of gift '· boys from Troth, and 

Tuscany, and Albano land." The thre a d of Kinbote 's 

casual and automatic response to . lust runs sadly 

through the narrative; The constant forgiving 
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love of llisa, that pale ghost, he rejects. 

Kinbote's love is mainly for beautiful boys; 

it is their beauty th~t provoke s it. Though in 

his own way he loves ~ohn 0hade, it ib as the 

agent who will transfix his 6emblan fantasies 

into permanent art. when the poet is shot Kinbote 

hurrie.3 away to hide the poem before summoning 

help for a Shade who may possib l y still be alive. 

But Shade is capable of loving his unattractive 

daughter with a desperate pity: 

~he was my darling; difiicult, morose -
nut still my darling. 

(11 357-8) 

Kinbote is pity is strictly reserved for himself. 

('''And you, what will you be doing with yourself, 

poor King, poor Kinoote?' a gentle young voice may 

inquire", ~o Kinbote .fades from the book, to the 

end resolutely supplying in his imagination the 

reactions he will never provoke in life.) Only 

in the alienation of sleep can feeling for others 

erupt. Disa, in his dreams, provokes a love that 

"was like an endless wringing oi' hands, like a 

blundering of the soul through an infinite maze 

of hopelessness and re.morse." (p 210) 

Shade's home is happy despite the tragedy of 

Hazel's death. The lighted wind ow3 are its symbol 

and through them Kinbdte the eternal exile peers 

at peace, warmth and harmony. What he sees is 

usually Shade and Sybi'l together - the poet's 

slippered foot gently 'rocking in the living room 

and his wife occasiona1ly shooting through the 

field of vision to answer the telephone; Shade 

reading his poem aloud to Sybil ("with so rapt a 

look on her face that ~ne might have thought she 

had just thought up a: new recipe," comments 

Kinbote defending hims1elf clumsily from a thrust 

of jealousy); the two
1 

in a shared agony of grief: 
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" Sybil was alternatively huddle- shaking and blowing 

her nose; John 1 s face was all blotchy and wet'' . 

Kinbote i n his rented houae, furnished with 

the trappings of the ~anging judge whose authorit 

arian hand has shown itself in the "recoillmenda cions, 

explana tions , inJunctji.ons" that litter t he house, 

is trapped in a hell of loneliness and fear . ln a 

note on ohade's loving description of his home 

come s Kinbote's cry of desperation 

Often , almost nighcly , throughout the spring 
of 1959 , l hod 1earea .lor my life . Golitude 
i s the playfield of ciatan . I cannot describe 
the depths of my loneliness and distress ...• 
Yet l wish to stress that cold hard core of 
loneliness which is not g ood for the displaced 
soul . Everybody ' knows how given to regicide 
Zemb l8ns are: two ~ueens, three Kings and 
fourteen ..l:'retenders died violent deaths , 
strangled, dta bbe d , poisoned and drowned .•.. 
The ~oldsworth castle became particul c;rly 
solitary after that turning point at dusk 
which re semoles so much the nightfa ll of the 
mind . Stealtny rustles, the footsteps of 
yesteryear leave~, an i dle breeze, a dog 
touring g aroage cans - everything sounded to 
me like a blood thirsty prowler ...• I 
suppose it was then, on those· masqueraaing 
spring n i ghts with the sounds of new life in 
the trees cruelly mimicking the cracklings 
of old death in my bra in, I suppose it was 
then, on those dreadful nights , that I got 
used to consulting the windows of my neigh
bour's house in the hope for a gleam of 
comfort. \.P 9'./~96; 

Though Shade's hou~e has actuQlly been 

invested with a poltergeist he is undisturbed by 

phenomena inexplicable in rational terms - he 

finds the so- called supernatura l no more or less 

fascinating and i mprobable than so-called reality . 

His s hoe on the damp turf i n early morni ng, con

firming in defiance of time and spa c e the journey 

of his dreaming spirit apparently materially shod, 

is greeted with delighted acceptance . 



My .:>ecret stamp , 
· The Shade impress , the mystery inoorn . 

Mi rages , mi racles , .midsummer morn . 
(11 885- 7) 

I t is part of a total phantasmagoria . 

Yet, if prior to life we had 
Been able to-rmagine life, what mad , 
I mpossible , unutterably weird, 

. Wonderful nonsense it might have appeared ! 
( 11 217- 20) 
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Ki nbote , on the other hand , is haunted by a 

hostile evil other- world that threatens him . In 

his h emb l an fantasy he · tells us that the remorse h e 

felt at his mother ' s death expressed itself in 

"a s i ckly phy3ical 1ear of her phantom" . A 

phenomenon similar to Shade 1 s experience with the 

shoe provokes i n him a complece l y different 

reaction . One night, locked in his house alone 

with his black cat, he sees the animal suddenly 

appear '' on the threshold of the music room in the 

middle of my insomnia and a Wagner record , arching 

i t s back and sporting a neck bow of white silk 

which it could certainly never have put on all oy 

itself . 11 Terrified, Kinbote dials 11111 . 11 It 

is so easy ," he comments , "for a cruel person to 

maKe the victim of his ing enuicy belie ve that he 

has persecution mania , or is really being stalked 

by a killer , or i::. suffering fr om hallucinations ." 

( p 97- 8 ) 

~hade , accepting lire ent husiastically, fears 

death as annihilation of the consciousness and the 

richly stored memory but frightened Kinbote seeks 

death as an escape from his privC:Jte hell . "Un 

such s unny , sad mornings l always feel in my bones 

that there is a chance yet of my not being excluded 

from Hea ven , and that salvation may be granted t o 

me despi te the 1·rozen mud and h orror in my heart. 11 

( p 258 ) His note on suicide begins with an outline 
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of the temptation: "The more lucid and over-

whelming one's belief in Providence the greater 

the temptation to get it over with, tnis uusiness 

of life, but the g r eater too one'::; fear of the 

terrible sin implicit in seli-destruction 11
• (p 219; 

And it ends with a passionate justification of tne 

act: "So what can stop one from ef tecting the 

transition? What can help us to resist the in

toleraule tempta~ioni What can prevent us from 

yielding to tne burning desire tor merging in God1 

We who burrow in filth every day may oe forgiven 

perhap~ the one sin that ends all .sin." (p ~22) 

Haunted by a n army of horrible fears - of 

loneliness, of violence, of rejection, sin and 

damnation - he lives in a quite explicit nell, 

finding life as intolerable as it is fascinating 

for bhade. Shade fears death because it will rob 

him of the life he loves; Kinbote tears violence 

- death in itself would be a relief if one could oe 

sure that it led to a loving ~od and not a vicious 

hell bent on in1·1icting more punishment. 

Both Shade and Kinbote accept th~ possibility 

of an afterlife, Shade tentatively and Kinbote 

absolu~ely. ~ach sees it in term~ of his own 

temperament and obsessions. ~hade the artist 

sees an artist's hand in creation and is prepared 

to accept his role as a · piece of matter, a particle 

of clay in the pattern "they" are making. "They" 

are 11 aloof and mute 11
, concerned only with design, 

with arrangements, combinations and playful manip

ulation of materials. 

Kinbote makes his god of his own fears and 

needs. God is both the punisher and the retreat 

and solace he so desperately needs. 

If I were a poet I would certainly make 
an ode to the sweet urge to close one-.s eyes 
and surrender utterly unto the perfect 
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safety of wooed death . Ecst~tically one 
forefeels the vastne ss of the Vivine embrace 
enfolding one's libero ted spirit, the warm 
bath of physical dissolution, the universal 
unknown eng ulfini the miniscule unknown that 
had been the only real part of one~ tempor
ary personality. (p 221) 

On the issues of morality they are as sharply 

divided. ~he sins ~hade recognises are those that 

harm other people - murder and the deliberate in

f l iction of pain. But Kinbote believes in original 

sin based on an authoritarian conception : " 

disobeying the Vivine Will is a fundamental def init

ion of sin" . ( p 225) The password , says Shade , 

is pity ; Kinbote looks to an authority beyond 

this . "But who instilled it in us, John? Who 

is the Judge of life , and the Designer oi.' death?" 

(p 225) 

To sum up: Shade emerg es as sn inq uirer, 

observer and appreciator, enjoying the preoent and 

lovingly hoarding the past. He gives to others 

love, friendship and tenderness; his lack of 

egotism enables him to accept himself as a minute 

particle in a vast pattern , and he finds detach

ment and enjoyment in the furniture of a rich mind . 

" .Supremely ble.::>t" i n his muse, he creates in art a 

kind of miniature world patGerned on the eternally 

fascinating creation around him. 

Kinbot e is always frightened, lonely, ego

tistical, jealous and destructive . ·He has few 

relationships with others and such as he has are 

impermanent . He finds the world inimical, is 

bored with its phenomena and retreats from its 

horrors into fantasy and a religion that both 

provides compensation for the pa ins of this life 

and at the same time manages to reproduce them . 

Behind the shimmering surface of the novel , 

the deceptive blurrings of word- play; stand solidly 
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these two figures, facing each other in oddly 

formal stances of opposition; carefully balanced 

book-ends of vice and virtue, holding in place 

poem and commentary. 
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CHAPI'ER VI 

AN .A NA TOMY OF MAN . 

That Timon of Athens was persistently in 

Nabokov's mind when he wrote Pa le :Fire is, I think, 

irrefutable. The most important piece of evidence 

is, of course, the name, taken from Timon's speech 

to the bandits where he justifies thievery on the 

grounds that all the universe - the sun, the moon, 

the sea, the earth itself - exi.sts because "each 

thing's a thief". If the title were the only 

reference to Timon in the text, this speech alone 

would be significant. But there is abundant other 

evidence of Timon's ghostly presence behind the 

novel. As early as the note to lines 39-40 (p 79) 

Kinbote tells of a variant reading that suggests to 

him a parallel with Timon. In the orig inal passage 

Shade is singing his song of praise to the world: 

All colors made me happy: even grey. 
My eyes were such that literally they 
Took photographs. Whene ver I'd permit, 
Or, with a ~ilent shiver, order it, 
Whatever in my field of vision dwelt -
An indoor scene, hickory leaves, the svelte 
otilettos of a frozen stillicide 
Was printed on my eyelids' nether side 
Where it would tarry for an hour or two, 
~nd while this lasted all I had to do 
Was close my eyes to reproduce the leaves, 
Or indoor scene, or trophies of the eaves. 

(11 29-40) 

Kinbote's note includes the variant: 

39 •.•••. and home ward haste my thieves, 
40 The sun with stolen ice, the moon with leaves. 

One cannot help recalling a passage in Timon 
of Athens (Act 4, scene 3) where the misan
thrope talks to the three marauders. Having 
no library in the desolate log cabin where I 
live like Timon in his cave, I am compelled 
for the purpose of quick citation to re
translate ·this passage into English prose 
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from a Zemblan poetical version or Timon 
which, I hope, sufficiently ap proximates the 
text, or i~ at least faithful to its spirit. 

(p 79-80) 

This note, in connection with the actual lines 

of the poem, seems to me to provide a periectly 

clear statement of the significance of the name 

"Pale Fire" to Shade's poem. The thieves, the 

artist's senses, steal from the world and bring 

its riches to the mind and memory to be transmuted 

into art. The image is common enough. Coleridge 

speaks of the secondary imagination, the poet's 

tool, in the same terms: "It dissolves, diffuses, 

dissipates in order to recreate." 1 

In the foreword Kinbote himself expresses 

the same idea: 

Here he is, I would say to myself , that is 
his head, containing a brain of a different 
brand than that of the synthetic jellies 
preserved in the skulls around him . He is 
looking from ~he terrace ... at the distant 
lake. I am looking at him . I am witnessing 
a unique physiological phenomenon: John 
Shade perceiving and transforming the world. 
taking it in and taking it apart, re-combining 
its elements in the very proce3s of storing 
them up so as to produce at some unspecified 
date an organic miracle, a fusion of image 
and music, a line of verse. (p 27) 

But the same note (to lines 39-40) makes it 

obvious that the connections with Timon of Athens 

extend beyond the poet's creative process, for 

already an analogy is drawn between Kinbote and 

the later Timon: "where I live like Timon in his 

cave." 

Reminders of the connection continue. When· 

Charles first enters the closet that leads to the 

secret passage, he finds "all three shelves and the 

space beneath ••• stuffed with disparate objects: 

a palette with the dregs of many sunsets; a cup

ful of counters; an ivory backscratcher; a 
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thirty- twomo edition of Timon of Athens trans

lated into Zemblan by his uncle Con.nal, the ~ueen's 

brother; a seaside situla" etc . (p 125) 

When as the dethroned King he re - enters the 

closet it is to find : "It was empty noVJ, save 
for the tiny volume of Timon Afinsken otill lying 

in one corner" . (p 128) The passa ge it3elf , we 

are told, "went under a series of terraces , under 

the avenue of birches in the royal part, and then 

under the three transverse streets .Academy 

Boulevard, Coriolanus Lane and Timon .Alley . " 

(p 126) And Charles enters it to make his escape 

from Zembla c lu-cching the single volume; ".As he 

was removing the second shelf , an OOJect fell with 

a miniature thud; he guessed what it was and t ook 
it with him a.s a· talisman" . (p 132) 

The talisman is .still with him in hi.s log 
cabin , and we are reminded of this in the note to 

line 962 ("He 1 p me, VI ill! Pa le Fire"): "All I 

have wi th me is a tiny vest-pocket edition of 

Ti mon of Athens - in Zemblan!" 

Again, when Kinbote speaks of -che love for 

betrayed Disa that permeates his dreams, a passing 

reference calls the Timon situation again into the 

reader ' s mind : "What carnal aura there was in them 

came not from her but from those with whom he 

betrayed her - prickly chinned Phrynia , pretty 

Timandra with that boom under her apron - and even 

so the sexual scum remained .somewhere far above the 

sunken t reasure and was quite unimportant . " (p 210) 

Phrynia and Timandra are the harlots who accompany 

Alcibiades when he visits demented Timon in his 

cave . Timon curses them: 

Be a whore still . 

Give them disea ses , 

They love thee not 
use thee . 

leaving with t hee 
lust. 2 

that 

t hei r 



He flings them gold as a curse to damn mankind : 

Hold up, you sluts, 
Your aprons mountant . . . ... . . 3 

Be whores s~ill; 
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And he whose pious breath seeks to convert you, 
Be strong in whore , allure him, burn him up.4 

Even Timandra's apron has found its way into Pale 

Fire. 

These references, and in particular the title 

of the novel, seem deliberate pointers to the 

significance of Timon of Athe ns for the novel. 

Timon of Athens is a play that is concerned 

with contra st s and counterpoint. "Shakespeare," 

says H.J. Oliver, "has set off against each other 

the reactions of one man to different situations, 

and the reactions of different men to the same 

situation. Timon's respons e to prosperity in one 

half of the play is counterpointed a ga inst his 

response to adversity in the other. 11 5 The motif of 

counterpointing is not a strand in the play but 

its point and essence. "We are given no chance 

to sentimentalize Timon's hate . Its nobility 

derives from its utter reversal of love." 6 

Timon is not a hwnan personality, as Lear, 

Macbeth, or Hamlet is. He is a dichotomy: 

philanthropist and misanthrope ; man as angel and 

man as beast; man in ' his summer of fruitfulness, 

man in his sterile winter. The drama is not one 

of human conflict but "a medieval morality play 

only so much altered as to bring it very near to 

perfection." 7 

The main difficulty in interpretation of the 

play lies in the question of how one is to take 

the Timon of the firs~ two Acts - the giver of 
I 

g~fts, of gold, food, hospitality, flattered and 

courted, trusting and open-hearted. Is he then a 

figure of reckless prodigality, of stupid innocence, 



of criminally irresponsible excess, or is he an 

ideal of bounty, friendship, trust and univeroal 

love; one who gives all because t he concept of 

possession is to him as alien as it is in nature; 

one who reads ~ he interdependence of all things 

as God's law, to be embra ced joyfully and voluntar

ily practised in human relationships. 

11 The middle of humanity thou never knewest, 

but the extremity of both ends 11
,

8 says Apemantus to 

Timon living like a beast in his wintry cave, 

digging for roots and hating all mankind . But does 

he mean merely the extremities of 1ortune? Or is 

one extremity located at the zenith of virtue, the 

other at the nadir of vice (where Pope locates 

Zembla)? Or do both extremit ie s represent folly 

because they are extreme, and do good sense, 

wisdom and virtue lie in that unexplored midd le 

zone? Whichever position one takes up, it seems 

imposGible to deny that Timon's life at the begin

ning embodies some ideal of civilisation, however 

misguided, and at the end the reversal of all 

such values. 

11 What wouldst thou do with the world, .Apemantus, 

if it lay in t hy power?" asks Timon in his despair. 

"Give it to the beasts, to be rid of the menu, 

is the reply and t he ensuing dialogue makes clear 

that to secede fro~ humanity does not clear one of 

the terrible interdependence of creature on 

creature. 

Timon: Wouldst thou have thyself fall in the 
confusion of men, and remain a beast 
with the beasts? 

Apemantus : Ay, Timon . 

Timon: A beastly a mbition, which the gods 
grant thee to attain to. If thou 
wert the lion, the fox would beguile 
thee; if thou wert the lamb, the 
fox would eat thee; if thou wert 
the fox, the lion would suspect thee, 
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when peradventure thou wert accused 
by the ass; if thou wert the ass, 
thy dulness would torment thee and 
still thou livedst but as breakfast 
to the wolf ...................... . 
..................• What beast couldst 
thou be that were not subJect to a 
beast? And what a beast art thou 
already, that see s t not thy loss in 
transformation!" 9 

The sycophants and flatterers who preyed on 

Timon, Lord of Athens,with sweet words and calcul

ated gifts , prey on him also in his cave. The 

difference lies in Timon. Hostility and abuse 

are substituted for hospitality and praise; gold 

in his heyday was a symbol of love and bounty; 

in Timon's misery he hurls it at his enemies with 

curses, certain of its power to corrupt because 

it will enable them to be more themselves. An 

ordered vision of civilisation, of mutual duties 

and mutual service s , has dissolved into a chaos 

of jungle law. 

The difference between the gracious and the 

beastly Timon seems to be one of art. The Timon 

of the first two acts has turned the dependence 

of man on man into gracious forms, has clothed 

it with design and beauty; the Timon oi- acts 

IV and V has dispensed with art and form so that 

he lives in a state of chaotic hostility toward 

his world.(A generalised statement such as this 

inv.olves, of course, a gros3 simplification of 

the structure of Timon of Athens. My point is 

merely that the play can be reduced to such terms 

without misrepresentation.) 

So far, an analogy with Pale Fire is easil.Y 

discerned. It also is a work concerned with 

counterpoint. Charles the King and Kinbote the 

exile are ranged against each other; Shade the 

poet and Kinbote the critic exist together like 
light and dark. 
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The most obvious analogy to the Timon situat

ion seems the King- and-exile pairing. Charles , 

like Timon, lives in wealth and power,surrounded by 

sycophants, flattered with presents, and (so he 

tells us) respected and admired . Kinbote , hunted 

by an assas3in, friendless and filled with hate, 

lives a solitary life and retires in the end, 

increasingly mad, to a desolate cabin like Timon's 

cave; but the analogy breaks down once the change 

in physical and social circumstances has been 

examined. Timon's voluntary exile arises as much 

from his passionate disillusionment, resulting in a 

fundamental reversal of his nature, as from outward 

circumstances - his loss of money and friends. He 

is whirled by Fortune!s wheel in fine medieval 

fashion, but more important, his inner health is 

corroded. It is this that is stressed in the play. 

Timon stays in the mind not as a man demonstrating 

in Boethian fashion that there is no stability or 

guarantee attached to Fortune's gifts, but as one 

who has exchanged philanthropy for misanthropy, 

whose vision of the world has been blighted and 

distorted. 

This is not true of Kinbote . Even if one 

accepts Charles the Beloved as something more than 

a figment of Kinbote's imagination, it is obvious 

that his moral attitude~ do not change during the 

story: his egotism pervades and perverts all 

responses at the beginning as at the end. The self

pitying poseur who addresses himself at the end as 

"poor King, poor Kinbote" has suffered no profound 

moral transfiguration from the one who, in the 

face of all evidence to the contrary, describes 

himself as "a haughty and morose captive." (p 119) 

The contrast between Charles the Beloved and 

Kinbote is, then, merely a contrast of fortune, 

outer circumstances. ·But a moral contrast operates 
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between Shade and Kinbote; the s e two can be 

regarded as reversals of each other both inwardly 

and outwardly. If an analogy to the Timon 

dichotomy is to be found in Pale Fire - and there 

is plenty of evidence that it would be profitable 

to look for one - this would seem to be the area 

on which to concentrate attention. 

M.C. Bradbrook describes the pLay as a 

dramatic showing of Timon's progress through four 

season.3. "The piece <iescribes an arc - a double 
. 10 

rainbow or s olar year." 

The play abounds in evidence that Timon can 

be identified with the sun and that what is traced 

is his gradual descent from high summer, through 

au tumn to deepest winter, till he finally sinks 

out of sight into the sea. To quote evidence is 

almost unnecessary; the structure and movement 

of the play thrust the metaphor at one. ~ut 

scaps of dialogue, like this between two servants 

as Timon h as passed into his declining stage, 

confirm the theory. 

PHILOTUS: Is not my lord seen yet? 

LUCIUS'S SERVANT : Not yet. 

PHILOTUS: I wonder on it; he was wont to 
shine at seven. 

LUCIU3'S SERVANT: Ay~ but the days are waxed 
short er. with him: 

You must consider that a prodigal course 
Is like the sun's, 
Hut not, like his, recoverable. I fear 
'Tis deepest winter in Lord Timon's 

purse. 11 

And the final line he utters in the play as he 

goes unobserved and silently to his death marks the 

connection with a heavy note: 

oun, hide thy beams, Timon hath done his 
reign. 12 

The same identification of a human dichotomy with 



a natural one runs through Pale Fire. Kinbote 

seems to be linked with both winter and night -

Shade (despite his name) with summer and day. 

The first meeting of the two has hints in it of 

a seasonal analogy: 

I noticed that Nlr and ;/irs Saade, 
neither of whom I had yet met socially 
... were having trouble wi~h their old 
Packard in the slippery driveway where it 
emitted whines of agony but could not 
extricate one tortured rear wheel out of 
a concave inferno of ice. John Shade 
busied himself clumsily with a bucket from 
which, with the gestures of a sower, he 
distributed handfuls of brown sand over 
the blue glaze . He wore snow-boots, his 
vicuna collar was up, his abundant gray 
hair looked berimed in the sun . I knew 
he had been ill a few mon~hs before, and 
thinking to ofter my neighbours a ride to 
the campus in my powerrul machine, I 
hurried out toward them. A lone curving 
around a slight eminence on wh ich my 
rented castle stood separated it from my 
neighbours' driveway, and I was about to 
cross that lane when I lost my footing 
and sat down on the surprising ly hard 
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snow. My fall acted aJ a chemical re
agent on the Shades' sedan, which forthwith 
budged and almost ran over me as it swung 
into the lane with John at the wheel 
strenuously grimacing and Sybil fiercely 
talking to him. I am not sure either saw 
me. (p 20) 

Shade (summer, the returning cycle of fruit

fulness) who had been ill - nearly dead in fact -

a few months before, is in the snow of late winter 

(or very early spring). making the symbolic gesture 

of sowing seed. The fall of Kinb ote (winter) 

motivates the vehicle of Shade. Previously in 

October (autumn) the arrival of Kinbote in America 

by parachute (the Fall'!) has "almo·st coincided" 

with John Shade 's heart attack, his temporary 

death. "My best time is the morning; my preferred 

I Sea son midsummer" ( 11 873-4), says Shade. 



Kinbote is associated with cold. He has 

"i'rozen mud and horror" in his heart (p 258) 
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even in July. His first comment on h is rented 

house is that its "heating system was a farce, 

depending a s it did on regi3ters in the !loor 

where from the tepid exhalations 01 a throbbing 

and groaning basement furnace were transmitted to 

the rooms with the faintness oi a moribund's last 

breath." (p '19) 

Kinbote's days are largely hidden from us but 

we know a great deal about his lonely nights when 

he perambulates alone and tries to borrow reflected 

warmth from Shade's windows. Shade and Kinbote 

meet to walk at sunset - the meeting time of night 

and day. 

Gold is bounty and the pleasures of art and 

of friendship to the Lord of Athens ; to the mis

anthrope it is a curse and a means to curse - the 

glittering hoard he uncovers is no substitute for 

the roots he wants. 11 Solar man in his auspicious 

rising and in his eclipsing cave oears a natural 

affinity with the metal Sol, or gold," '13 says 

Brad brook. "You are an alchemist, make gold of 

that! 1114 says Timon flinging stones at the painter. 

Obviously there is a close connection between the 

sun, gold and art in Timon's world. In the Bhade/ 

Kinbote world, the intermediary symbol, gold, is 

left out but imagination, or art is used in much 

the same way. It is a burden to Kinbote in his 

sterile winter - a boon to Shade. 

Finally Timon in his debilitation as he slides 

to the end offers universal suicide as a panacea 

for the corrupt Athenians: 

Tell Athens, in the sequence of degree, 
From high to low throughout, that whoso please 
To stop atfliction, let him take his haste, · 
Come hither, ere my tree hath felt the axe 
And hang himself. '15 
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It's a good winter remeay , amacking of hibernation , 

the fallen sap, the frost - bitten plants. Kinbote 's 

panegyrics of suicide suggeot a similar theme . 

The relationship of Kinbote and Shade however , 

is more than a simple opposition ; It has troubled 

readers and commentators since the book was published ; 

a series of dangling metaphors , half-coincidences, 

semi-echoe~ that lie just off-c entre of rational 

explanation persuade one that the link between 

them is more than the ostensible one the story un

folds . They are neighbours , fellow-academics , and 

the one is commentator and editor of the other's 

poem . But they are also born on the same day 

(though seventeen ye8rs apart), Shade die5 in the 

presence of Kinbote (and allegedly in nis stead) 

and they appear to be married to difrerent versions 

of the same woman , a iact that Nabokov makes more 

credible by letting Kino ote com.:nent on it with 

surpris e; 

There was something else, so@ething I was to 
real i se only when I read Pale Fire , or rathe r 
rereed it a1ter t he first bitter hoc misc of 
disappointment had cleared before my eyes . I 
am thinking of lines 261 - 267 in which 8hade 
describes his wife. At the moment 01 his 
paint ing that poetical portrait, the sitter 
was twice the age of Queen Disa . I d o not 
wish to be vulga r in deal i ng with these 
delicate matters but the fact remains that 
sixty-yea r old Shade is lending here a well
conserved coeva l the ethereal ana eternal 
aspect she retains, or should retain, in his 
kind noble heart . Now the curious thing 
about it is that Disa at thirty, when last 
seen in 0eptember 19~8 , bore a singular 
re s emblance not, of course, to J\lirs Shade as 
she was when I met her, but to the idealized 
and stylized picture painted by the poet in 
those Lines in Pale Fire . Actually it was 
idealized and stylized only in regard to the 
older woman; in regard to Queen Disa, as she 
was that afternoon on that blue terrace, it 
represented a plain unret.ouched likeness . I 
trust the reader appreciates the strangeness 



of this, because if he does not, there is 
no sense in writing poems, or notes to poems, 
or anything at all . (206- 7) 

The last sentence of this paragraph shouts 

for attention . So doe3 the odd couplet flung 

suddenly into the already bizarre canto four of 

Shade's poem : 

Man's life as commentary to abstruse 

Unfinished uoem. Note I' or further use . 

(11 939-40) 

And there are 01· course, -r;he moments, not many 

of them but enough, when Na bokov allows Kinbote 

to understand the poem and supply exactly the right 

felicitious phrase to buttress the verse . I have 

already drawn attention to the first 3entence of 

his commentary where the clauoe . . . "a g loss pane 

in which a mirrorea sky, with its sli~btly darker 

tint and slightly slower cloud, presents the 

illusion of continued space ", makes more haunting 

and more precise John .Shade's image of the window 

that kills the waxwing . 

It is obvioualy evidence of thia kind that haa 

led a number of readers to agree Wl.th Page btegner '.s 

sugge st ion -r;hat Shade and Gradus may be as much 

the product of Kinbote's imagination as ~ecole and 

Charles the .l:Seloved . ".Although it is difficult, 

if this is true, to explain where the poem came 

from, it is conceivable that Kinbote could have 

written it himself . If he i3 able to dream up an 

Arabian Nights tale or his royal life in Onhava 

and populate that capital city with several dozen 

fantastic though ima g inary personalities, he is 

certainly able to dream up John and Sybil Shade 

and their daughter Hazel , and create a fictitious 

poem as well . " 16 
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Yet this fairly simple explanation, that there 

is only dreaming Kinbote , creating a pre3ent for 

himself - a poet, a murder, a manuscript - all from 

his own head, as he creaced a fabulous past, is 

unsatisfactory. As Andrew Field points out: "A 

sane man may invent an insane c hara cter, anci we 

call him an artist; an insane man who invents a 

perfectly sane character is also an artist, but 

ipso facto no longer insane in the way that Kinbote 

is ..• Positing Kinbote 83 prime author (in aauition 

to the fact that it contradicts all the many secret 

notes left throughout the novel) is, in a sense, 

just as confusing as the apparently obvious idea 

that Kinbote and ::Shade are quite separate. 11 1 7 
Kinbote misunderstands the poeo more orten, far 

more often, than he understands it; his emotional 

blindness makes it difficult to conceive of him 

creating the sensitive ohade. 

To sugge~t that ~abokov intends us to imagine 

~hade as the author of both poem and commentary 

seems to me to be equally farfetched. There is a 

level in tte book, a primary one, at which events 

do occur, and at that level ~hade is killed before 

the commentary is written. Nab okov likes creat

ing riddl~s with elegant solutions, but an elegant 

solution must surely take into account the elements 

of primary meaning , however paradoxical they may 

seem, and not simply wish them out of existence. 

It seems more profitable to pursue further 

the analogy with Timon of Athens. The Poet in the 

opening scene of the play explains, somewhat 

pompously to the Painter, "I have in this rough 

woI'.k shaped out a man, 11 18 and continues to outline 

the way he has dehumanized Timon into an allegorical 

form. 



I have upon a h i gh and pleasant hill 
Feigned ~ortune to be throned . The base o ' 

the mount 
Is ranked with all deseris, all kines of 

natures 
That labour on the bosom of this sphere 
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To propagate their states . Amongst them all, 
Whode eyes are on this sovereign l&dy fixed, 
One do I personate of Lord Timon ' s 1rame , 
Whom Fortune with her ivory hand wafts to her . 19 

It seems reasonable to accept this as a some 

wnat tongue - in-cheek delineation of Shakespeare'~ 

own technique . Put the two halves of Timon together 

and what emerges is not a person of recognizaole 

character with consistent quirks and motivacions as 

happens when the mad Lear is used to give deeper 

ins i ght into the (comparatively) sane version of 

the king we first encounter. The two halves of 

Timon make "a man " or "man" , rather than a parcicul

ar individual who ~s this way and no other. 

I think Pale Fire works in che sa~e way as an 

anatomy . If Kinbote and Shade are so deeply cross

meshed that they can be regarded as two parts of 

a whole, then the whole is out of sight - a being 

whom Na bokov will not let us glimp0e . Ir, 

parading reversed qualities as they do, they are 

merely two versions of possibilities , two extremes 

in the line of conceivable beha viour (as Timon the 

philanthropist and Timon the misanthropist appear 

to be) then they are mere ly the removable parts of 

a formalized composition that would bear a non

committal title - "rational and irrational man" 

"man - creative and sterile . " 

The latter would seem the more appropriate 

description . For Pa le Fire is basically a work 

about a poem . It con3i3ts of that poem and all 

the material of commentary, far- fetched or believ

able , is tied, however irrationally to that poem. 



To say that all of Nabokov'~ writing is con

cerned with art, the c~eative process, has become 

a truism since Vladislav Khodasevich, the emigre 

poet and critic, first · drew attention to the fact 

more than thirty years a g o. It is so much of a 

truism that a contemporary critic can sigh wearily 

at the statement: "What may have been a brilliant 

formulation in the nineteen-thirties seems evident 

enough by now, and not because so many other 

critics have said it of Nabokov, but rather 

becau3e it has become a commonplace of recent 

criticism to note that a work of art is about 

itself (Wordsworth, Proust, Joyce, Yeats, Borges, 

Picasso). ' We have heard this so often about 

literary works,' writes Robert Martin Adams in 

Surface and 3y mbol (1 962) 'that the phrase has a 

somewhat depressing r ing' . 11 20 

Yet evidence from Nabokov's earlier novels 

confirms that much more deliberately, much more 

consciously, than other writers he is fascinated 

with the erfort, the mechanics, the fru3trating, 

rewarding struggle of the creative process. The 

~~ explores the cre.:-i tion of fictional roles; 

The Gift, the writer's strugg le with pos 3ible 

media; The Real Life of Seb a stian Knight the 

search of 11 V11 to find the dissolving unknowable 

"facts" about his de&d brother behind the books he 

has created - unknowable because one is left 

ultimately with the conviction that 11 V11 and 

Sebastian Knight are the same person. Above all . 

Invitation to a Beheading explores the process of 

writing a novel. The . imprisoned, physically 

feeble, semi-transparent Cincinnatus strugg les with 

two elements - intractable, slippery unco-operative 

words, and himself, the hopelessly clumsy and 

ineffectual machine that cannot be made to do the 

work his spirit wills: 
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I have no desires, save the de3ire to express 
my3elJ - in defiance of allthe world's mute
ness. How frightened I am. How sick with 
fright. But no one 3hall t ake me away from 
my self. I am 1rightened - and now I am 
losing some threod,which I held so palpably 
only a moment ago. Where is it? It has 
slipped out of my grasp ! I am trembling 
over the paper, che wing the pencil through to 
the le ad , hunching over to conceal myself from 
the door through which a piercing eye stings 
me in the nape, and it 3ee~s I am right on 
the verge of crumpling everything, and tearing 
it up. I am here through an error - not in 
this prison, specifically - but in thi3 whole 
terrible, striped w~rld; a world which deem s 
not a bad example oi amateur craitsmanship, 
but is in reality calamity, horror, madness, 
error .... Wait! There, I feel once again 
that I sh&ll really express myself, dhall 
bring the words to bay. Alas, no one taught 
me this kind of chase, and the ancient in
born art of writing is long since forgotten -
forgotten are the day3 when it needed no 
schooling, but ignited and blazed like a 
forest fire - today it seema just as in
credible as the music tha~ once used to be 
extracted from a monstrous pianoforte, music 
that would nimbly ripple or suddenly hack the 
world into great, gleaming blocks - I myself 
picture all this so cleorly,but you are not 
I, and therein lies the irreparable calamity. 
Not knowing how to write, but sensing with my 
criminal intuition how words are combined , 
what one must do for a cor::unonpla ce word to 
come alive and to share its neighbour's 
sheen, heat, shadow, while reflecting itself 
in its neighbour and renewing the neighbouring 
word in the process, so that the whole line 
is live iride 3cence; while I sense the nature 
of this kind of word propinquity, I am never
theless unable to achieve it, yet that is 
what is indispensable to me for my task, a 
task of not now and not here. 21 

Pale Fire shouts that it is of the same line, a 

fictional analysis of the creative process. 

In John Shade's world, Sybil, that wise woman, 

is the harmonizing element - something which if not 

his muse is close to it: 

And that odd muse of mine, 
M.y versipel, is with me everywhere, 
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In carrel and in car, .and in my chair. 
And all the time, and all the time, my love, 
You too are there, beneath the word, above 
The syllable, to underscore and stress 
The vital rhythm. One heard Ci woman 's dress 
Hustle in daya of yore. I've often c aught 
The sound and sens e of your C:i ppro ~ ching 

thought. 
(11 '0'+6-5'.:I) 

When they are high school children picnicking 

near a cataract whose "roar and rainbow dust / 

l'ilade the tame part romantic 11 (1 253) beauti1ul 

.Sybil turns and ofJers Shade "a thimblei'ul of 

bright uetallic tea". The phrase has a fateful 

sound like the mag ic potion of a fairy story that 

enslaves the drinker, and it seems not unreasonable 

to link Sybil here to Shade's destiny as a poet. 

Another juxcapo.:3ition of lines in the poem 

~einforces this idea. 

Lafontaine was wrong: 
Dead is the mandible, alive the song. 

And so I pare my nails, &nd muse, and hear 
Your steps upstairs, and all is right, my dear. 

(11 24j-6) 

The "footsteps upstairs" fall so pac;ly at the 

thought of enduring song that one s uspects a more 

than casual connection. "All is right, my aear," 

says Shade and later: 

I feel I underst and 
Existence, or ot leas t a minute pa rt 
Of my existence, only through my art, 
In terms of combinational deliBht; 
And if my private universe scans right, 
So does the verse of galaxies divine 
Which I suspect is an iambic ~ine. 

(11 971 -7) 

Art is here the catalyst that produces harmony 

as Sybil's presence in the earlier lines. ~ome 

sort of identification of the two seems unavoid

able. 

References in the commentary lend themseives 
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to · similar interpretat'ions. \hen Kinbote , tumbled 

in the snow, first sees the ~hade, their sedan 

swings past him with "John at the wheel stren

uously grimacing and ~ybil fiercely talking to him. 

I am not sure either saw me" ( p 20) sar;;:; humiliated 

Kinbote. If one regards Sybil a3 some sort of 

symbol , of the art of John Shade, and Kinboce a3 

parasitical emblem of fawning admirers, bores and 

bumble-footed critics, then the vignette, already 

vivid, acquires a greater tableaux quality , a3 a 

statement of a multiplicity of themes. 

It is when Shade is waiting f or ~ybil, too

long delayed, that Kinbote manages to capture him 

triumphantly and bear him off in his powerful car. 

Always 0yb il acts as the protector, insulator, 

of the poet from the demands of his intrusive 

neighbour - Kinbote complains that his messages 

were never transmitted. Obviously this would 

be the function of a good wife, but it would also, 

symbolically, be the function of the poet's art 

or talent. Sybil tells Kinbote of ..::>hade, "He 

never shows anything unfinished. Neve:r:, never . 11 

(p 86) But a few days later when foolish Kinb ote 

intrudes into their h ouse, ;;the back door was 

ajar, and as I tapped it open and launched upon 

some gay airy phra 0e , I realized that .0ha de, 

sitting at the other end of the table, was in the 

act of reading to her something that I guessed 

to be a part of his poem." ( p 91) . The two 

statements are not irreconcilable on a factual 

level. Sybil could well regard "showing" something 

as showing it to the outside world but they could 

also be taken to mean that there i s a level at 

which ~hade and ~ybi l are not separate, but parts 

of. the same whole. 

Most significant though is the fact that it 
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is when the poem is a~l but finished and Jybil 

has abandoned him temporarily, that Shade, leoving 

his own home, crosses to Kinbote's to be killed . 

The poem then becomes the possession of the mad and 

inept commenta~or. The poet has (can have) no 

more control of it. It seems to me that this 

situation must be read symbolically, and that one 

cannot avoid seeing 0ybil as art, talent, inspir

ation - the name i s unimportant - the ingredient . 

that marries itself to the human mind (or seems 

to) to produce t h e phenomenon of creation. John 

Shade, emptied, a kind of .shell from which the 

vital matter , the poem, is g one, looks to Kinbote 

"like an old tipsy witch" and "forlorn" and has 

to be helped from his chair. As he crosdes to his 

neighbou~s hou3e a dark Vanes3a butterfly, earlier 

identii' ied with ::iybil cucome and be worshipped, 

come and be caressed, I 1!ly dark Vanessa, crif!lson

barred, my blest / "'1Iy Admirable butteri'ly ! " 

(11 269-71)" came dizzily whirling around us like 

a coloured flame ...• One's eyes could not i'ollow 

the rapid butter1ly in the sunbeams as it flashed 

and vanished, and flashed a gain, with an almost 

frightening imitation of conscious play which now 

culminated in its settling upon my delighted 

friend's sleeve . It took ofi', and we saw it next 

moment sporting in an ecstacy of frivolous haste 

around a laurel shrub, every now and then perching 

on a lacquered leaf and sliding down its grooved 

middle like a boy down the banisters on his birth

day. Then the tide of the shade reached the 

laurels, and the magnificent , velvet-and-flame 

creature dissolved in it." (p 290) The emphasis 

on conscious play, for Nabokov an ingredient in 

art, and the choice of , a laurel bush as it~ resting 

place, seem to me to b~ beyond doubt the butter

fly's role as an emblem of art . A sybil was the 
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inatrument, the medium , whereby the wol'ds and. will 

of the gods was conducted to hum&n earo. Art or 

"the muse" fulfills the .:>a.me function . 

When the butterfly baci tinally gone irom him , 

John Shade is killed but between the cwo incidents 

Nabokov m&nage.:> to let Kinoote sidetrack the 

reader into hearing a catalogue of crees in 

Wordsmitb College ' s famous avenue of trees ment 

ioned in Shakespeare : 

Jove'.:> stout oak and two others: the 
thunder-cloven irom .dri 'Ca in, 'Che knotty
entra iled rrom a cledicerranean islana; a 
weather- tending line (now lime), a phoenix 
(now date pal~) , a pine and cedar (Cearu3) , 
all insular; a Venetian sycamore tree 
(Acer); two willoNs, ~ne green , likewi3e 
from Venice , the hoar- leaved rrom Denmark ; 
a midsWlliller ell!l, i-cs oarky fingers enrinp::ed 
with ivy; a r.uidsum.::ier mulberr_y, i'C.3 shade 
inviting to tarry : ond o clown's s~d 
cypress from Illyria . (p 291) 

The effect i s not only of a quick g~ llop 

through Shakespeare ' a worka buc of a pilgrimage 

through time and place tnat end.3 in o.eo th . ( 11 Come 
away, come away , death, And in 3ad cypress let me 

be laid," sings Fe.He in vrsino ' s Illyria) . i:r'ne 

effect cannot be acc idental . Nabokov had no need 
to introduce -che digrecision here . My point is 

that this empbasizea , gratuitious ly, that we are 

moving in areas o1 symbolism as tne poet approaches 

death . The oblique reference to Feste '~ dirge 

acts aa a reminder , too, that of" Sybil dhade's 
translations the only two identified in the text 

are Donne's Holy 0onnet , "Death be not proud," 

and Marvell's gentle "The Nymph on the Death of 

her Fawn" where the horror and sting are pulled 

g r acefully from death (a tr~ditional function of 

art and the one perhaps that John 3hade is mosc 

concerned with) . 



Shade has possessed hi.:> wi::>e woman four 

thousand times, but Kinbote has failed to consumate 

a union with Dioa at a 11. If Li:;;a i s &n a 1 t er ego 

for 3ybil, and .)yoil is a symbol not only 1or love 

and the harmony it produces, buc for the narmoniz ing 

power of art with its order, grace and permanence 
("curiosity, tenderness , kindne s3 and ecstasy" 22 are 

Nabokov 's terms)then rejected Di.:;a i..;; LJ symool not 

only of Kinbote's fatal 3eparation from love but 

of his separation too rro.:n art . (The connections 

are cemented in every direction - a Van~ssa outter-
f ly figures in the e3cutcheon of the family of 

Payn and Mone . ) 

The name Disa is a corruption of Paradise 

but the emphosis , I think, is on corruption . 11Dis" 

is, ac cording to the Concise Oxford. Dictio!1ary 

"a living prefix with a privative force 11 ond among 

the meanings li3ted are 11 a s3under , owoy , apart or 
between 11 and "aeprivation 01, expul.31.0n .rrom." 
11 Di s" is also , of course , one of the p.seudonym.3 of 

Pluto, ruler of the underworld. Gug~estions of 
darkne3s ana terl'or hover round his name . Di3CJ , 

Duchess of Payn and ;\1one, i s of c ourse, the figure 
of grief, and her grief i::> specifically gencrsted 

by Charles'.3 rejection of her love in tavour of 

the "manly custom3" of Zembla . It is fairly 

obvious that Kinbote is a poet manque - his 

commentary is disorganized c.nd uncontrolled,· out 

it is viyid, i maginative and full or fascinating 

images. ( It i s important o1 course to keep the 

separation of ~abokov and Kinbote firmly in rui.nd . 

The chaotic nature of the commentary is an easent 

ia 1 element in the c OD""Gl.'ollea. and ordered pat tern

ing of the novel as a whole). 

Shade and Kinbote are similar in their outwara 

circumstances - but provide a moral reversal of 
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each other. Sybil and Disa are dif terenc only in 

tne role s ~hey are rorced to play . Ne ither exis ta 

as a person excepc within her relationanip to ~he 

male .figure, the poet or the critic. "Curiosity, 

tenderness , kindnea.3 a nd ec stacy " pervade Kinoo t e's 

sleeping dreams of Disa but ore orutally a bsent 

from h i s waking relationshi p3 wit h her . Kinbote ' s 

note to line 768 makes the point c learly : 

At this point my reader may oe amusec by ~y 
allusion to John ~naae in a letter (of waich 
I for~una tely pre3erved a carbon copy) tha t 
I wrot e to & corresponc.ent living in southeI·n 
France on April 2, 1959 : 

cly dear , you are abaurd . I do not 
g i ve y ou , and will not give you or 
anybody, my home address. The aub 
urb an hou3es here ha ve open letter
boxe s ouc in the s tree t, and anybody 
c an cram them with aavert i 3ements or 
purl oin le~ters adaressea to me (no~ 
out or mere curio ~ ity, mi nd you , but 
1rom ot her , more sinister motiveti) . 
I s ena thi3 by air an~ urgently re 
pea t the aadresG ~ylvia g bve you : 
Dr . C. Kinbote, KINBC?E ( not 
"Charles A . Kinooc; , Esq : ,118's you , 
or . .:>ylvia , wrote ; plc:ase , be rn.ore 
c areful - and more inte ll i gent) . . . . 

I am not cro~s with you but I have 
a l l sorts or' worries , and my nerves 
ore on edge . I oelieved - believed 
deeply a nd candidly - in t he afiect 
iou of a person who lived here, under 
my roof, but have been hurt and be 
trayed as never happened in the days 
of my forefather0, who c ould have had 
the 01'fender tortured, though of 
course I do not wish ~o have anybody 
tortured . 

It has been dreadfully cold here , but 
thank uod now a regular northern winter 
has turned into o southern spring . 
Do not tI'y to explain to me what your 
lawyer tells me but have hi m explain 
it to m~ lawyer , and he will explain 
it to me. 
My work at the university is pleasant , 
and I h Dve a most charming neighbour· -



now do not sigh and rai~e your eyebrows, 
my dear - he i~ a very old gentleman -
the old gentlem8n in iact who was respons
ible for that bit aoout the ginkgo tree 

· in your green album .. . . 

It might be ~af er if you did not write 
to me often my uear . (p 2~6) 

Waking Kinbote rejects his figure of a.rt and harmony 

as firmly as Shade embraces him . 

Viewed from this ang le the novel looks an 

anatomy - a kind 01' morality pl~y 01· vice and 

virtue with art ranged on the side of the angels . 

But this one interpretation is obviously not 

enough to accommod~te the theme of interaependence 

that pervodes Pale Fire . It is neces3ary at this 

stage, I thin~, to alter the angle of vision on 

the text . 



CH.A PI'Eh VII 

In a criticol study of Pc.le }i'ire, Andrew 

Field postulate::; .sn inteie..:;t;ing t;[~eory : 
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~inbote ' s ~ecbla - Ep~rt !rofu ~cac Le c~inks 
it is - is also~ mbpping oi Jbn's succan
scioud . i\Jabokov's wnole oeuvre, LU-C P<:.::..o Fire 
ab ove all, is overwhelming proof cn6~ ~~e ~uo 
conscious does not exidt only in ~1·eud 1 s 
versi on of it . Kinbote's Zemola is a no~o
sexusl fantasy, but especiolly strixi2g i..:; 
the fact that this subterrane has aosoiutely 
no connection with the John Shbde we know 
from the poem. The Freudian understanding 
of the u.ncon..,;cious requires 11 apertures 11 

through wn ic h the conscious is subtly promptea . 
There is, when one -cninks of it, a val~d 
psychological conLection wit '4 John .:;haei. e ai-cer 
all . 1 

Field does not elvjora~e tne s~ate~e~t, o~t 

t;here seeas evi6ence froc Nabokov s c ~~ writ ing 

that Kinbote 1 s couLlentary is conc ernea w~~ h, ii 

note 3ubconscioud, ac leesu a se2i-conscious ~~Le . 

In :?ni~, the novel wnose publication ir::.~:ieC. io:;elJ 

precedes that oi Pale Fi.re, though iive yc0rs 

separates them in time, Nab okov begins CnapL2r 4 

with tnis passa ge . 

The King, his father, wearing i:i very whice 
spor·ts shirt open at the cnroat ana a ve ry 
black blbzer, sat 8t a spacious desk wtose 
nighly polished surfa c e twinned nis uppe r 
half in reverse, making of him a kina of 
court card. Ancestral portraits darkened 
the walls of the vast paneled room. Other
wiae, it was not unlike the headmaster's 
study at St. Bart's clchool, on the Atlantic 
deaboard, some three thousan~ miles west of 
the imagined Palace . A copious sp1ing 
shower kept lashing at the french windows, 
beyond which young greenery~ all eyes, 
sh ivered and streamed. Nothing bu-c this 
sheet of rain seemed to separate and protec-c 
-che Pa lace irom the revolution tnat for 
several days had been ro c king the c ity ... . 



Actually, Victor's father was a cranky 
refugee doctor, whom the lad had never 
much liked and had not seen now for almost 
two years . 
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The King, his more plausible father, had 
decided not to abdicate . No newspapers were 
coming out . The Orienc Expre0.; v1e;s stranaed , 
wit h all its transient pa~sengerd , at a suo 
urban ,_n;ation, on the -pl&tior11 of which, 
reflected in puddles , pict~resque pea3ants 
stood and gaped at the curtained windows of 
the long, 11ysterious car..:> . 1..L'he Palace, and 
its terraced gardens, and the city below 
the palatial hill, and t;he main city s qua re, 
where decapitationa and folk dances had 
already started, ae3pite the weather - &11 
this wa s at the heart of a cro33 whose arms 
terminated in Trieste , Graz, Buuape~t, and 
Zagreb, as designated in iiand ~c Na llJ's 
Ready heier-ence .A -i:;la s of the l/Jorla. And. at 
the hear t of t;hat heart sat t he King, pale 
and calm, and on the whole clo 3ely resemb ling 
his son as -chat under-iormer i o.ag ined he 
wo uld look at rorty n i m.;:;eli . Pc; l e .srla ca l m, 
a cup of coffee in hi.;:; tand, his back ~o 
the emeral~-and-gray window, the King dB~ 
listening -i:;o a masked messeng~r, a corpulent 
old nobleman in a wet cloak, who h~d managed 
to make nis way through the reoellion a nd the 
rbin from the beseiged Council Ha ll to the 
is o 1 a t e d Pa 1 a c e . 

".Abdication! One third of the alphaoet!" 
coldly quipped the King , wi th the crace of 
an accent. "'J:he answer i;:; f10 . I prefer 
the unknown quantity of exile ." 

~aying this, the King, a widower , g la nced at 
the desk photograph of a beauti1ul dead 
woman , at those great blue eye~, that carmine 
mouth (it was a coloured photo, not fit for a 
King, out no ma tter ) . The lilacs, in dud.den 
prema ture bloom, wildly beat, like shu t -out 
maskers, at the dripping _gane.3 . The old 
me3senge r bowed and walked bac kward through 
the wilderness of the study, wondering 
secretly whether it wo uld not be wis~for him 
to leave history alone and make a cash for 
Vienna where he had s ome property • . Of 
course, Victor's mother was not really dead; 
she had left his everyday father, Dr . Eric 
Wind (now in South America), and was about to 
be married in Buffalo to a man named Churc h . 
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Victor indulged nigh t ofter night in t h ese 
mild fancies, trying to ind uce sle ep i n his 
cold cubicle which was exposed to every 
noise in the re s tless dorm . Generally he 
did not re a c h that cruci0l fli g ht epi0ode 
when the Ki ng alone - s olu3 rex (as che ss 
problem makers term royal solitude) - pa ced 
a beach on the Bohemian Jea , at Tempest 
Point, ·where Percival Blake , a c heeri ul 
Ame rica n adventurer, had promi~eo to meet him 
with a powerrul mo ~orooat . I ndeed, t he 
very act of p o s tponing that thrilling and 
soothing episode, the very protroction of its 
lure, coming as it aid on top of the 
repetitive f ancy, r'ormed t he main :;nechanis::n 
of its soporific effect. 

"Solus Rex" is the name which Kinoote .Juggests 

as a title for the poem he believes Shad e to be 

writing and its ap peara nce nere in Victor's 

fantasy seems at least as signii'icant i'or Pa le 

Fire as the novel of that name which Nab okov had 

begun and abandoned t wenty yeara earlier, and 

which Field and Nina Berberova have discussed so 

competently. 
2

' 3 

In Ma ry McCarthy's orig inal review she pointed 

out that the 11real 11 story of Kinbote is that 11 he 

is a harmless refugee pedant named Botkin wno 

teaches in the Russian department and who fancies 

himself to be the exiled king of Zembla. This 

delusion, which he supposes to be his secret, is 

known to the poet, who pities him, and to the 

campus at large, which does not .... The killer 

is just what he claims to be - Jack Grey, an 

escaped criminal lunatic, who has been sent to the 

State Asylum for the Insane by, precisely, Judge 

Goldsworth, Botkin's landlord.'' 4 There is one very 

minor mistake in this statement - Kinbote tells us 

that fortunately Professor Botkin "was not sub

ordinated to that grotesque 'perfectionist' Prof. 

Pnin, Head of the bloated Russian Departmem; 11
, 

but worked in another department. (p 155) ) 



Apart f~om this the statement is one that few 

readers would challenge . 

Botkin/ Kinb ote's delusion is ooviously rooted 

in the rich infinitely comfort ing tantas ie..:> of 

c hildhood, the sweet that is sucked luxuriously 

night after night as the child drifts to sleep . 

The best fairy- tales lull us all with the same 

compensations, and ~o be at once hero and victim , 

beloved King and exile from a fabulous kingdom 

to bask in our own admiration and our .ovm pity 

is the sweetest of ima g inary delights . Kinoote 's 

dream carried over into manhood, proliferating into 

cities, mountains, a whole country generously 

furnished with sexual delights, is composed of the 

same ingredients as Victor's. · 

. Victor, a cheerful Cinderella, freely 

borrows props from his day-time li1'e (the head 

master's desk) and adapts them to the stage 

setting of romance. Jtereotyped langua g e and 

images are grabbed uncrit~cally, hastily, to 

provide the outlines of the picture - the palace, 

the revolution, the king "pale and calm". Vague 

and cliche'd backg round mc.itel' ial ("ancestral 

portraits darkened the walls of the vast panelled 

room") rubs shoulders with detail preci;;)ely 

visualized by Victor, the sensitive artist, ("the 

highly-polished surface twinned his upper half in 

reverse making of him a kind of court card"; 

"young greenery, all eyes, shivered and streamed"). 

The scenery is always adjustable for convenience 

("lilacs, in sudden premo~ure bloom, wildly beat 

like shut-out maskers at the dripping panes 11
) and 

bizarre, undeveloped images ("decapitations and 

folk dances had already started dedpite the 

weather") suggest an ironic half - detachment in the 

mind of the dreamer. Overall the fantasy is 
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utilitarian; it exicits to entertain toe drow3y 

mind, to comfort the ego gently suckling itself to 

sleep, but within tnis soft medi um , lazy with 

familiarity, the creative mind is scill at play , 

to ssing up a bright i moge here, pressing into 

service a valuable picked up and stored away when 

the mind was aleri; and active . 

Kinbote's narrative hos the same eleme~ts 

combin~d in it. The k ing , the revolution, an 

underground passage, loyal followers, and ecicape 

in disguiBe, the ruthless killer stal~ing his 

royal victim round the wor ld - t hey ~re the found

ation bricks of the child's story of ro~ance, and 

the name of it.s hero, "Charles the Beloved'~ g ives 

a pathetic clue to the reason friendless and un

attractive Kinbote/.ootkin ( 11 I i'ail to see how 

John and Sybil can stand you") needs sucn an 

elaborate retreat into fantasy . d is appetite for 

flattery, for acknowledgement, for praicie finds 

appeasement in t he piling up of stereotyped ~ake 

believe of wealth and importance. "Thai; King's 

reign , 11 says dreaming Kinbote of bis alter ego, 

"will be remembered by at least a few discerning 

historians as a peacerul and elegant one . . . . 

Harmony, indeed was the reign's password .. .. The 

climate seemed to be improving . Taxation had 

become a thing of beauty" (p 75). He is "the 

friendly and eloquent monarch". Lush images of 

luxury sprout . Charles's room is furnished with 
11 a huge, oval, luxuriou.sly flounced, swansdown 

pillow the size of a triple bed", with "a coverlet 

of genuine panda fur that had just been rushed 

from Tibet by a group of Asiatic well- wishers on 

the occasion of his ascension to the throne . " 

(p 110) 

The latent heterosexual in h omotiexual Kinbote 
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murmurs in mourni'ul half - developed images of in

numerable nymphs. 11 He ciwoke to find her standing 

with a comb in her hand before his - or rbther, 

his grandfather's - c heval glass , a triptych of 

bottomle ss light , a really fan~astic mirror, 

signed with a diamond by its maker, Sudarg of 

Bokay . She turned about before i t : a secret 

device of reflection gathered an infinite nu.wber 

of nudes i n i ts depths , garlands of g irls in grac e 

ful and sorrowful groupti, diminishing in the limpid 

distance, or breaking into indiViQucl nymphs, some 

of whom, she muroured, oust resemble her ancestors 

when they were younB - li"Ctle peasant garlien 

comoing their ha ir in shallow water os 1ar aa the 

eye could reach, and then the wishful mermaid from 

an old t a le, and -chen nothing . '' (p 111) 

Fa iry-tales are pressed into service . "The 

gnarled farmer and. !l..LS pllljllp wife, now, like 

personages in an old tedious tale offered the 

drenched fugitive a welco~e shelter, mi~took him 

for an eccentric camper who had got decachea from 

his group . He wa3 allowed 'CO ~ry nimselt in s 

warm kitchen where he was given a fairy- tale 

meal of bread and c heese , and a bowl of mountain 

mead . " (p 140) 

Campus events come smirking in disguise 

through the narrative. Both Mary. McCarthy and 

Andrew F ield draw attention to the fact that 

Gerald ·Emerald, teDcher of' fre.sh.man English at 

Wordsmith College, and baiter of Kinbote, is 

transfor med into Izumrudov the superior officer 

of Gradus , in that sinister organization the 

Shadows . Disa (considerea in her simple non

symbolic role) may wel1 be a mechanism whereby 

Kinbote releases hit> hatred of Sybil that "rig id 

anti- Karlist", demoting her in fantasy from the 
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woman who "from the very i'irst disliked and dis

tru:::.;ted" him, to a woman who forever loves him 

hopelessly and is forever rejected . 

Heaven knowa how many memories iroill the pauc 

force themselves up in rough Zemolon aisguise . 

Does Alfin the Vague (who~ the index describes 

as "K's father; D kind , gentle , ab.sent - .mi11cied 

monarch, mainly interested in automobiles, ~lying 

macnines, motorboats and, at one time, sea snells ; 

killed in an airplane accident") represent hazy 

memories of Kinbote 's real father, and is horsy 

terrifying ~ueen rllenda t he actual mother of his 

flesh and obsesaions? Odd sencences in the 

cor:lJilentary, aangliDg almost unconnected, have the 

authentic ring of memory . Xinbote talka of his 

gardener planting heliotropes: "This is t he 

flower whocie odor evokes with timeless inten3ity 

the dusk, and the garden bench, and a house of 

painted wood in a distant northern land . " (p 98) 

Kinbote/Botkin is no more logical in his 

fantasy than Victor . The props are changed as 

often~as irrationally~as the released mind throws 

up new visual images . :3everal coI111llentacors nave 

pointed out that "dear Gordon", that prototype of 

the beautiful boy ("His lovely bestiol face wore 

an expression both sullen and sly" p 200), c hanges 

his stagey costume four times in the course of a 

walk across the garden. \/earing nothing "save a 

leopard- spotted loinc lotb" he strolls out 01· the 

room "wreathed about the loins with ivy" reaches 

the drinking fountain in bleick bathing trunks, 

finishes his conversation "clothed in white tennis 

shorts", then ca st s a side his Tarzan brief on the 

grass. 

Other adjustments are made as. ra pidly and 

openly . On p 75 the King d~scribes Charles's 



reign as a time when harmony was the pos~word and 

"everybody, in a word , w&.s content." On the 

following page describing the pied-a -~erre wnich 

Charles makes Ude o1 when he ia t eaching , he 

says, 11 How fo r from this limpiQ simpl icity .:>eemed 

the palace and the odioud Council Chaillcer with its 

unsolvable problem.:3 and frightened councilors! 11 

(11nd here, incidentally, the rug on its "virginal

looking daybed" has dirnini.:3hed to "itnit&tion panda 

fur 11
, so that one has an odd sense o1 daub le-

f oc us as though the orieinal had suddenly been 

placed beside a blown-up highly- coloured portrait . ) 

Charle3 ' s boyhood is both "happy and healthy " and. 
11 t erri ble and tender" - and perhaps it is in the 

gap between the t wo alliterations that Zembla i s 

concocted . 

Vignettes frow. troditional spy a.c.:.d aa.venture 

stories make brie1· appec.irance s; "Through the 

gerani ums , a gloved hand guve the King a picture 

postcard on which he found scriobled: Proceed to 

R . C. Bon Voyage ! 11 
( p 145) . Tne wording at times 

betrayci the trite origin of the situations , cata
pulting from c lich~ to cliche down a slope that 

ends in complete banality : "rle would, he said , 

lead them a merry chase , assume sensational dis

guises and get i n touch with the rest of the 

gang ". ( p 139) 

Borrowings fr om the traditional lend a t times 

an oddly portentous air to the bizarre conglom

eration that compri~e3 the Zemblan story. In one 

of the variants ~hade pinpoints the sen~e of 

elusive significance that p~rvades them. 

There are events, strange happenings, that 
strike 

The mind as e~blematic. They are like 
Last similes adrif"t without a .string, 
At~ached to nothing . Thus that northern king , 



Wh ose desperate escape from prison w&s 
Brought off successfully only becau;3e 
Jome forty of his followers that night 
Impersonated him and aped his flight -

(p 99) 
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From the fourth line on the verse is so hope 

lessly pedestrian that one suspects Kinbote of 

once again tampering with the wor~s , but it is true 

that his king's escape does "strike the mind as 

emblematic." In Henry IV Part '1, the rebel army 

are confu3ed when a host of apparent kings shield 

by their number the identity of the true one. 

Encountering the genuine article, Douglas cries, 

"Another king! They grow like Hydra 's heads," 
\ 

and the effect is to debase Henry ' s value - he is 

really indistinguishable from anyone who wears 

his armour . 

Charles the Beloved has proliferated not into 

warriors but fools, red-capped and rea-sweatered. 

"One hundred clown ;:; are packed in Ohhava jail and 

the ex-king should be among them, 11 cries the 

fru0trated policeman (p 14~) and the ancient · 

relationship of King and Fool, alter egos, 

complementing twins, seems suodenly expanded as 

everyman becomes momentarily his own inward king 

and his own outward fool . 

Kinbote's Zemblan story is more than the ragbag 

of an undisciplined (or sl~epy) mind playing with 

remnants of ersatz silk and shabby velvet. There 

are moments when, like Victor's fairy-tale, it 

springs to splendid life. And this quality of 

convincing is not confined to, though it is 

mainly apparent in, specific incidents. In the 

account of the King's escape over the mounGains 

where the elderly tiredness of the story is most 

apparent, sight and sound, smell and texture, 
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precisely observed and poetically expre3sed 

de c orate the decayed narrative with lively colours . 

Odon spun the car around arid at t he first 
opportunity swerved wecitward into the 
mountains . The narrow and bumpy lane thot 
engulfed them passed by a woodshed, arrived 
at a torrent, cro0sed it with a great clacK
ing oi boards, and presently degenerated into 
a stump- cluttered cutting . They were at the 
edg e of Mandevil :Forest . Thunder was rumbling 
in the terrible sky . 

For a fe w seconds both men stood looking up
ward . The night end the trees concealed the 
ace li vi ty . l"rom this point a go od climbe r 
might reach Bregberg Pass by 6awn - if he 
managed to hit a re g ular trail after pushing 
through the black wall of the forest . It was 
decided to p~rt , Charlie proceeding to~ard the 
remote treasure in the 0ea cave, and Odon 
remaining be h ind as a decoy. He would , he 
said, lead the~ a merry chase , assume sens
ational disguises, and get into touch with 
the rest of the gang . riis mother was an 
Ame rican, froffi ~ew ~ye in aew England . She 
is said to have been the first woman in the 
world to shoot wolves, and, I believe, other 
animals, from an airplane . 

A handshake, a flash of lightening . As the 
King waded into the damp, dark bracken, its 
odor, its lacy reailience, and the mixture of 
soft growth and steep ground reminded him of 
the times he had picnic ked hereaboucs . 
(p 139) 

It is the style - the lane assuming a life of' 

its own as it crosses the stream "with a great 

c lacking of' boards", the thick clumsiness of 

"stump- cluttered cutting", the "lacy resilience" 

of the bracKen - that g ive the narrative a vital i ty 

that neither its stereotyped origin nor its 

peppering of cliches can quite extinguish · 

As the narrative progres3es more and more 

Kinbote is caught up in the impetus, the inner 

logic of his own creation . As Gradu3 moves closer 

he comes more and more clearfy int o focus • . That 

Kinb ote is c reating him is c lear fr om every note . 
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He is obviously a mere plot mechanism, to throw 

the requisite cloak of romance round the "poor 

exile" figure Kinbote/Botkin is creating for him

self . To have been a king once is not enough . 

A heroic glow must illuuine his present too . 

Gradus must exist so that the magic lights, pity, 

danger, will keep on burning. He is a utilitarian 

and a vague and horrific f iguI·e "a cross between 

bat and crab;; (p 150) . . . . He is given a past 

and the cha r acterist i cs oi a type, not a person

ality . 111\t the foo1:; of the scar'fola , on a raw, 

gray morning, it is Grodus who sweeps the night's 

powder snow off the narrow steps 11 (p 153) 
"Nobody knows better than Gradus how to set a trap 

by means of a fake advertisement, but the rich old 

widow whom it hooks is courted and slain by 

another . " (p 154) But individual (or semi

individ.ual) characteris1:;ics begin to creep in . "As 

many people of little culture, Gradus was a 

voracious reader of newspapers, pamphlets, chance 

leaflets and the multilingual literature that comes 

with nose drops and digestive tablets • . . 11 (p 232) 

F orty pages further on Gradus is endowed with some 

dist i nguishing characteristics that are his own -

they have been pasted on him from the oucside but 

they are real enough t o c onvinc e the uncritic al . 

As usual he started his blurry daily existence 
by blowing his nose . Then he took out o1 its 
nigbtbox of c ardboard and inserted into his 
Comus-mask mouth an exc eptionally large and 
fierc e - l ooking set of teeth : the only bad 
flaw really i n his otherwise harmless 
appearance . This done, he fished out of his 
briefcase two petit - beurres he had saved and 
an even older but still quite palatable small, 
softish, near- ham sandwich, vaguely assoc
iated with the train journey from Nice t o 
Paris last Gaturday night : not so much 
thriftiness on his part (the Shadows had 
,advanc ed him a handsome sum , anyway), but an 
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animal attachment to the hooits of his 
fiugal youth. After break!asting in bed on 
these delicacies, he began preparations for 
the most important day in his life. (p 273-4) 

By the time tie is on the last leg of his journey, 

Kinbote is, as ne carefully explains, shading in 

the portrait. 

Gradus is now much nea1·er to us in space and 
time than be was in the preceding cantos. He 
has short upright black hair . ~e can iill in 
the bleak oblong of his face with most of its 
elements such as thick eyebrows and a wart on 
the chin. rte has a ruddy but unhealthy 
c omplexion . we see, fairly in focus, the 
structure of his somew~at mesmeric organs of 
vision. We see his melanc h oly nose with its 
crooked ridg e and grooved tip. We see the 
mineral blue of his jaw and the gravelly 
pointille of his suppres3ed mustache. 

We know already some of his gestures, we know 
the chimpanzee slouch of his broad body and 
short hindlegs . We have heard enough about 
his creased suit. We can at last describe 
his tie, an Easter gi1t from a dressy 
butcher, his brother-in-law in Onhava: 
imitation silk, color c hoco la~e brown, barred 
with red, the end tucked into ~he shirt be
tween the second and third buttons, a Zemblan 
fashion of the nine~een-thirties - and a 
father-waistcoat substitute occording to the 
learned. ~epuldive black hairs coat tne back 
of his honest rude hbnds, the scrupulously 
clean hands of an ultra -unionized artisan, 
with a percep~ible deformation of both thumos, 
typical of bobe c he -makers . We see, rather 
suddenly, his humid fledh. We c an even make 
out (as, head-on but quite safely, phantom
like, we pass through him, through the 
shimme ring propeller of his flying ma chine, 
through the delegates waving and grinning at 
us) his magenta and mulberry insides, and the 
strang e, not so good sea swell undulating in 
his entrails. 

But he remains to the end an automatic plot device, 

a clockwork figure linked because of Kinbote's use 

of the word in describing him to the toy that John 

Shade was playing wi~h when he had his first attack, 

a figure " ... of painted tin with a keyhole in his 
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side and no breadth to speak of, just consisting of 

two more or les s fused profile.::> .... 11 (p 137) 

What we have been treated to in the careful 

picture -Nabokov has drawn of Kinbote creating 

Gradus, is an analy.::>is ot the methods of a .;:;e cond

rate writer in creating fiction . Kinbote needs a 

Gradus in his fantasy so he creates one working 

from the outside in, using oll the tricks of 

apparent realism to give verisimilitude to a dummy. 

Nabokov allows Kinbote to make the point for us 

when Jack Grey sli-cs his throat in prison . "In 

other words, hi8 life ended not in a feeble 

splutter of the cloc kwork but in a gesture of 

humanoid despair. Enough oi this. Exit JacK 

Grey 11
• It is Jack Grey, who exists at a different 

level of the novel from Gradus, who makes the 
11 humanoid 11 gesture . 

To insist that Kinbote's Zemblan narrative is 

the fantasy of the 1ree-ranging imagination trans

forming the world into a more saLiisfactory shape is 

to invite an interpretation of the novel in which 

Kinbote / Botkin is the primary author of all that 

appears within its covers . To avoid this over

simplification it is important to separaGe and hold 

apart for a moment the intertwining strands. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

A TENT.ATIVE INTERPRE'rATION 

It is by looking at Gradud's role in the 

book that I can best see - though then only dimly -

the multiple layers trtat exist in Pale Fire. A 
poet created a poem about a wo~ld in wnich the 

physical universe, human lives and the odd co

incidences, accidents and possibilities that occur 

in them are evidence of the hand of a creating 

artist at work - an artist to whom all that exists 

(including the poet's conception of reality) is a 

conglomeration of scraps of raw material wich which 

he is (possibly) playfully experimenting in the 

creation of deaigna . Next door is another man who 

has diffused and recreated what he sees into an 

entirely different pattern, which is dictated oy 

his own obsessive needs . What intereststhe poet 

is not the pattern that the man has created, but 

the fact of his creating it . (At least, if there 

is any sense in Kinbote's assertion that the 

Zemblan poem was the 'catalytic agent' then this 

would seem to be the way in which it has worked). 

In other words the poet has grabbed what he needs 

from the material his neighoour has plied him 

with. But another man (Jack Grey) interpreting 

the world to fit his own "ruling passion" (in 

Popean terms), a thirst for revenge, sees a differ

ent reality - a man with Judge Goldsworth's face 

walking towards Judge Goldsworth's house whom he 

na~urally assumes to be Judge Go ldsworth and 

promptly shoots . Kinbote then grabs what he 

wants - Shade's manusc ript which is not what he 

expected but has its own value t o him in terms 

of his appetite for recognition . Thus the three 

different c onc epts of reality, meshed int o ea c h 
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other have produced by split second timin3 a 

patterned sequence; events have oeen co- ordinated 

with "remot e e ven'Cs" and Shade oecomes t ile victim 

of an exempLum of his own theory . 

Behind thi s is a second pat ~ern manife st ing 

it se l f . Page Stegner ha s drawn attention -co the 

f ac t that preiigurations of Shade ' s death haunt the 

poem he is writing .1 Hi::> r·iI3t i'it \or semi- aeath) 

occurs when he is playing with 11a tin wne el - oa rrow 

pushed by a tin boy''; his nex.t teoporc~ry aea-i;n 

when a man stands up ari.d. points a p i pe at him; 

when all the elements are brought together - the 

pushed wheel- oa rrow , the automatic 2an , the da rk 
~ 

ob ject pointed i n a ggretiJion,the death id f ina lly 

accompli shed . "They", p l aying the ir art i .stic , 

inhuman games , have carefully correlated three 

ent irely di~f erent patternd into a single whole -

Kinbote 's paranoia , Jack Grey ' s thirdt for r evenge , 

and Shade 's haunting' s by death . \ "They" is of 

course really ~abokov, but in 'terms of the world 

he has created , of the statement he is making 

between the cove r s ofthis particular novel , i-i; is 

super artists he has postulated . ) 

If one moves further back - into the position 

of the ;,they" - one sees Kinbote an6. !.:5hode as a 

mere minute reproduction of ~he basic dichotomy 

~hat patterns exidtence - heat/cold , light/aark , 

fertility/s-i;erility etc . In this pattern, the n~me 

of the murderer become s an ironic pun, for of 

course it must be grey which eliminates day to 

leave night in possession . 

But because the inside of Kinbote ' s mind has 

been revealed, (and it h as the same status in 

reality because it i s conveyed through the same 

medium as the r est of the world Nabokov has 
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created) other patterns emerge. Graaus who~ 

Kinbote has created is the complecing unit 01 a 

trini~y of which Kinbote h i mself i~ tne central 

link - ordered iillagination emboaied in Shade ana 

art; disordered and limited imagination (Kinoote , 

self - nourishing fantasy);and the unimagina~ive 

man who has therefore no ciontrol over his destiny 

(Gradus, the automaton;. The descending scale of 

the three has been symbolically pointed by 

Nab okov - each has less iaentity than the one 

below him . Shade io defined by hi3 job , his 

talent and his friends ; and he i s sexually 

potent; Kinbote lives in a dual world but still 

holds on to identity with one hana - he has a job, 

relationships with his iellows, though most of them 

are hostile relationships, ano brier homosexual 

love s ; Gradud appearJ like a 1003e a~om in tne 

world , connected not to people but an orgGnizat 

ion (and all his communicationd with it are twisted 

by an indecipfierab le code) ana he is sexually 

impotent, having tried twice to caatrate himself . 

The "liquid hell" wi~hin Gr&dus icl surely an 

advanced stage of the nalitosis , inner corruption , 

t hat Kinbote sui~ers from . 

But the definition of the three turns out to 

be not a scale but a circle . For Gradus is surely 

not only fate and aea~h, out the ,rotcing boay 

itself . ( He has false teeth , anu a glass eye like 

a spare part in his suitcase . His thoughts and 

feelings are rudimentary but we know a lot about 

his physical movements and needa. What he eats 

and when, when and how he washes himself - this is 

what Nabokov allows us to see of his clockwork man. 

His frequent and desperate dashes to the lavatory 

punctuate his progress . His bowelcl seethe , his 

shoes hurt him, he reads of nose-drops and digestive 
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tablets.) Grodud, the body, deatt , physical 

decay, kills Shade; and Kinbote reminds us that 

another Gradus is somewhere setting out to accom

plish his destruction . 

I am sure that there are hundreds of other 

patterns that can be work~d out from cne arranging 

of the material of Pale F'ire . Tn'e ones I have 

drawn attention to a re oifered merely as a s&mple 

to prove that the view o~ t he world that John Shade 

(and behind him Pope) postulates is dramatic ally 

worked out in the fiction that emoodies i t . 

But it is not the patterning of the world that 

is the main concern of Pole Fire; it is the trans

lating of t ha t patterning into art . I can ffiOd t 

easily see t he way thid theme is worked ou t by 

placing the three units of tne trinity, not in a 

graded line or a circle , but one on top of the 

other , and then peering dovm as it were through tne 

t hree of t hem . Grad us , the body, al l food and g ut , 

is at the bottom and be ultimbtely killd hi mse lf as 

all bodies must do . Ab ove t hot is Kinboce , the 

dreaming imagination recreating the world i n fan

tasy to nourisn the aemands o.r nis (or an.tone ' s ) 

ego for flattery and sus-cenance . "Self- love", says 

Pope, 11 :).. s the spr i ng of motion" , the urging iorce . 

Everyman ' s ~embla i s a form oi art, a menta l 

fashioning of the Utopia he most needs . The 

secret passage from the palace of the King of 

Zembla leads to the theatre ( which I think makes 

clear the connection between private fantasy and the 

public playing out of r oles) . The journey from 

Zembla i s difficult arid it i~ accomplished by .a 

running thro ugh , an ex.perimentation with , various 

forms of fiction - adventure story, fairy- tale, s py 

drama . The self which has been a King in private 
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ional garb of a fool. 
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Above Kinbote is clhade) the creative imagin

ation, (the secret passage ends in another closet 

that is the hiding- place of his poem.) The 

creative imagination is different and separate from 

self - nourishing fantasy and is concerned with 

effort to penetrate, make sen3e of , time and 

death - and it celebrates love and beauty as, 

traditionally, art always has. The three levels 

make "a man" or "man". And, host and psrasite, 

each layer supports and preys upon the others. 

But in Pale Fire there is never any siillple 

tidy solution. For beyond these three is another 

ghostly presence, that of Juage Goldsworth . 

Shade bears his face, ~inbote lives in his house, 

Grey sets out to kill him . Is Golasworth, the 

materialist, the ultimate figure of .:nan? Or 

merely anot her facet? Or is the hanging judge, 

the giver of rules and instructions, tne god -

presence felt but unseen - in whose image man is 

made? Or are we merely being shown another pattern 

of coincidences and ac cidental juxtapositions? 

Finally Pale Fire is what it has been 

criticized for being - a riddle. But it is a 

riddle that reproduces in miniature the ultimate 

riddle - the nature of man, of god, and of the 

universe. 

--0 0-
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